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WHAT CAN MAROON
As awesome as the University of Puget Sound is, our acronym has its drawbacks. When anyone asks where you attend college, miscommunication and/or corny puns often result. Here is how the typical conversation goes:

**Aunt, Uncle, Neighbor, or any other acquaintance:** “So, where are you going to school these days?”

**Student:** “UPS”

**Questioning party:** “UPS? Do you deliver packages? Wear those nice brown shorts? Drive a truck? I thought you were going to college!” (They may find these comments extremely witty too...)

Have you found yourself making sure to say you attend “The University of Puget Sound” to avoid any confusion? Our common association with the shipping company can get somewhat frustrating, but it also is a unique attribute of our alma mater. UPS, the United Parcel Service, recently had an advertising campaign with the slogan “What can Brown do for you?” so similarly, we are asking in this book what Maroon can do, and has done, for you, the students, the faculty, the staff, and the community.

**Do For YOU?**

**What can Maroon do for you?**
any universities have two-day orientations during the summer prior to freshman year. These orientations can be months before school actually begins, and do not always fully prepare students for jumping into their college experience. Here at UPS we pride ourselves in taking care of our beloved freshmen. Faculty and students spend weeks planning out our amazing orientation. From prelude to play fair, orientation week is jam packed with activities, allowing students to become comfortable with their surroundings and preventing them from feeling home sick. One activity especially unique to UPS is a journey in order to get to know Tacoma: Urban Plunge. During Urban Plunge, students got the opportunity to venture to different part of Tacoma doing specific community services. This year, these services included working at retirement homes, gardening at charity farms, and cleaning up local beaches. Freshman Adam Harvey recalls, "I put "save our water" stickers on all the street drains in the neighborhood. It was a good way to get familiar with our area and get to know other freshmen."
   --Jess Clark--

Top Right: A new freshman checks into the Passages Equipment INFO desk where two returning students show her a map of where Passages will take place.
Top Left: A new student poses for the camera with one of the orientation leaders while enjoying their time at Play Fair.
Bottom Left: Sophomore Dana Wikstrom helps new freshmen unpack their belongings
Bottom Right: Students gather late at night on Todd Field, where they engaged in icebreakers, meeting their new fellow students.
Top Right: Incoming freshmen and transfer students register at the check-in desk, run by returning UPS students, outside Wheelock Student Center.

Bottom Right: Students gather on Todd Field where Play Fair took place on one of the opening nights of orientation.

Below: A student scoops ice cream to two new freshmen, Willa Bowsher and Lily Hays, while they make their first visit to the cellar.

Right: Deanna Malikie unpacks her belongings into her new room in Schiff.

Middle Right: An incoming freshman unpacks her car as she moves into her new residence hall.

Bottom Right: Freshman Jessica Clark looks over her orientation schedule for the upcoming week.
Who would have thought that complete strangers could bond so well after two nights of iodine water and freezing cold camp grounds? Who would have guessed how fun a hoe down could be in the middle of a boy-scout camp? Thanks to UPS’ distinctive passages program (headed by our own upperclassmen) these questions are forever answered for the freshmen who arrived at UPS this year. From canoeing to backpacking to tanning on the sunny dock of Camp Parsons, the options were endless. This pleasurable program also provided the opportunity for freshmen to get a glimpse of the beautiful Pacific Northwest. Both back packing through Olympic Park and sailing on the Sound offered amazing views and fantastic memories. At the end of the program, passages leaders put on a bonfire for all freshmen. At the bonfire there was music, wrestling, Dr. Suess, and even hand-made rain. It was a great way to spark laughs and show freshmen what UPS is all about: fun, learning, and lots and lots of rain.

--Jessica Clark--

Above: The class of 2009 is welcomed by the passages leaders to Camp Parsons and to life at UPS

Upper Right: Two passage leaders, Kimron Thomas and Jaime Schumaker, pose for the camera while preparing to head out.

Above: A group of students enjoy dancing at the hoe-down at passages. The hoe down was an exciting night activity that was enjoyed by many

Top Right: What could be better than canoeing on a beautiful night at the beginning of the school year with a new friend?

Bottom Right: Senior Scott McAmis hangs out on the dock with his passagees, where they had been enjoying swimming and tanning.
Left: For many students the quick swim test was worth it once you jumped off the dock at Camp Parsons for the first time.

Bottom Left: Where are the S’mores? The finale of the trip, the bonfire, was as beautiful as it was fun.

Above: Students pose as mountain goats after seeing many while on their day hike.

Left: Students enjoy canoeing while watching the sunrise. Canoeing was a great way for many to be introduced to the Sound.

Left: Students participated in many activities, including rockclimbing. By the end of passages, everyone made it to the top!
There is not a single soul on this campus who has not been hungry long after the SUB is closed, giving them an excuse to go to the Cellar for some cheesesticks. Or, maybe you are the person who makes a quick Diversions run right in the middle of studying for your big math test. Or you wake up really late on a Sunday morning to discover those warm waffles with strawberries on top waiting for you at the SUB. Whichever person you are, one cannot deny that UPS food is an important and memorable aspect of our college experiences. Sure, sometimes the sub food may get a little old, and you may find yourself walking over to the Met for some fresh soup. But what would UPS be without icecream from the cellar, or that delicious rare garlic bread found at the SUB? Nothing. It would be nothing.

--Jess Clark--

Above: Jamie Tsukami takes a bite into a sandwich made from the SUB. There SUB offers quite a selection at the sandwich station.

Top Right: Megan Holcome reaches for the olives as she prepares a delicious burrito for one of her fellow students.

Right: A variety of muffins are available every morning and throughout the day at Diversions cafe. Grab a muffin, a coffee, and a paper for a great way to start the day!
Below: Students enjoy their meal and conversation at the SUB.

Right: While sitting outside the SUB, Kerala Hise enjoys a relaxing lunch of spaghetti and iced tea.

Left: While hanging out with friends, Brian Kramer and Charlie Kashiwa finish their lunch on a beautiful fall day.

Left: A student checks out the variety of drinks offered in the SUB.
There are many jobs that students can obtain across campus, especially through our expansive work-study program. According to the department of financial aid, "Federal work-study jobs are available in many departments on campus, and encompass a wide variety of skills and responsibilities. Job titles include Office Assistant, Athletic Program Assistant, and Computer Consultant, among others." Many students also find off-campus jobs through the university, commonly working at businesses in and around Tacoma. Kelly Seidel, a freshman working at the study abroad office says, "I enjoy my work-study job because it is a good experience and I get to learn a lot about an office setting, and more about the programs that we offer about studying abroad."

--Jessica Clark--

Above: Annelise Haft works in the Expeditionary where students can check out outdoor equipment ranging from skis to tents.

Above Right: While working in the library, Margot Markman and Jessica Frank check out books to their fellow students.

Right: During his first few weeks of working at the SUB, Seth Doherty became a "master" of the register.
Below: As part of the campus tour, Katey King stops to explain the history of Collins Memorial Library, before continuing the tour.

Diana Duthie makes a burrito while working at the Mexican station in the SUB.

Freshman Stephanie Engle works in the pool for her on campus job. Lifeguarding is among one of the many on-campus jobs that students can work at.

Greg Bell, a current employee at Diversions Cafe, happily takes someone's order.
At halftime of the Homecoming football game against Willamette, a golf cart, surrounded by people in dark suits drove onto the track. The people included President Ron Thomas, Dean Jean Kim, ASUPS President Alex Israel, Vice President Ryan McAninch, and other representatives from the student body and alumni. Finally the time came, and the occupant of the golf cart stepped out to reveal himself to the crowd. After a remarkable campaign the previous spring, President Alex Israel and Vice President Ryan McAninch were voted into ASUPS office. Together, they made an astonishing change on the UPS campus, something that had been attempted but not accomplished for several years. Grizz, the Logger became the physical representation of our school at sports games and other activities. He comes from a mixture of the old and the new: until 1910, the mascot of the University was the grizzly bear. Though we are still the Loggers, Grizz has been well received on campus because he does have that extra bit of history making his presence more meaningful.

Along with Israel and McAninch, the ASUPS staff included, Director of Business Services Travis Kell, Director of Technology Services Edward Altorfer, and Director of Public Relations Meghan Hannes. ASUPS, with the help of Grizz, managed to bring the campus together and help student government continue to run smoothly.

--Cara Munson--

Above: At Playfair, the sleep deprived ASUPS officers, Director of Business Services Travis Kell, Vice President Ryan McAninch, two members of the student community, Director of Technology Services Ed Altorfer, Director of Public Relations Meghan Hannes, and President Alex Israel, welcomed the incoming freshmen and first year students to the university.

Above Right: Vice President Ryan McAninch and President Alex Israel take time out from leading the student body to play like little kids.

Right: Israel, McAninch, President Thomas, Dean Jean Kim, among other influential members of the University’s leadership, block the golf cart containing Grizz at Homecoming. Finally creating a physical mascot for UPS was one of the ASUPS team’s biggest accomplishments.
Top Right: Director of Business Services Travis Kell had a huge job, dealing with the budget and allocating other monies to clubs, medias, programmers, and other groups on campus.

Top Left: ASUPS vans were made available for student use, and were also helpful for transporting sound equipment and other items on campus.

Center: President Alex Israel, Grizz, and Vice President Ryan McAninch are proud to unveil Grizz to the campus community at halftime during the Homecoming football game. He received a warm welcome to UPS, and is now a staple at University events.

Left: At passages, Alex Israel do-si-dos with Dean Jean Kim, as Ryan McAninch and Meghan Hannes follow their lead.
Top Right: Senior Rachel Decker, Trail Editor-in-Chief, relaxes in her office, while reading her latest issue of the paper. She took a lot of pride in her and her staff's work, and was eager to make the Trail the best it could be.

Top Left: Junior Evan Tucker, the head of CrossCurrents, takes in some information at a media board meeting. Media Board met every week, and was a chance for all the medias to regroup and discuss their progress and difficulties.

Bottom Left: Sophomore Liz McGourty, freshmen Lindsay O'Brien and Jess Clark, and sophomore Editor-in-Chief Cara Munson take some time off from the yearbook to be a little odd. The group was always having fun in their office, despite the hard work.

Bottom Right: A member of the Trail staff looks over the upcoming paper to check for any mistakes. The Trail was made entirely on the computers this year.
Everyday in the little yellow house on North Alder, as well as in the basement of Wheelock, there is a group of dedicated students working to make sure information is accessible to all students. These people work for the on-campus Medias, including The Trail, KUPS, Praxis Imago, Photo Services, Crosscurrents, and Tamanawas.

Each Friday The Trail, the student-run newspaper, is released, often containing some controversial articles. Senior Rachel Decker was Editor-in-Chief and completely revamped the paper, with the help of her staff, to include 4 extra pages and classified ads.

Often heard on campus is KUPS 90.1, The Sound. Senior Jean Gibbs is the head of KUPS this year, and along with her group of core staff guide the programs many students have. Practically every type of music can be heard on the station.

Each semester, the ever popular 48 Hour Film Festival is held by Praxis Imago. Senior Tim Linneman heads up this group, and he and his staff also hold many seminars and workshops about editing films and other aspects of film making.

When you see the beautiful photos in The Trail and Tamanawas, there is one group of students primarily responsible. Photo Services has gone through major changes this year, becoming a set group of photographers, along with a club aspect that other students are invited to attend. Senior Greg Groggle leads this talented group.

Crosscurrents is the magazine filled with the works of students each semester. Junior Evan Tucker and his staff collect submissions of photos, poems, prose, and art, and compile it into a magazine available to the campus.

This yearbook you are reading is Tamanawas, which made a comeback last year and continues to gain popularity. Sophomore Editor-in-Chief Cara Munson has been working hard with her staff to bring it back into the consciousness of the campus as well as create a beautiful and accurate book.

--Cara Munson--
At first glance, Homecoming this year seemed very similar to all the years preceding it. Activities for students in the dorms included the ever-popular Song Fest along with the holiday dorm decorating, while many students showed their school spirit while enjoying the football game versus Willamette, or the soccer game versus Whitworth. However, one important difference with Homecoming this year was the surprise waiting for students during halftime of the football game. Halftime stood as the perfect opportunity to reveal our new mascot with a nostalgic twist, Grizz the Logger. Grizz combines the current mascot, the Loggers, with the mascot around before 1910, the Grizzleys. The exposure of our new mascot, made Homecoming 2005 a special event in the history of University of Puget Sound.

--Jess Clark--

Top Left: Teammates congratulate Rory Lee (19) on his hard work on the field. The Logger football team may not have won, but they made it an exciting game for the crowd.

Top Right: The Varsity Volleyball girls screamed with school spirit at the football game vs. Willamette. It may have been cold, but writing "Go Loggers!" on their stomachs was worth it.

Right: President Ron Thom talks with an alum about where the UPS degree has taken him after school. Homecoming was a perfect weekend for the alumni to come and visit.
Top Right: Two students enjoy the hot dogs, which ASUPS was selling at the pre-game tailgating festivities for Homecoming.

Bottom Right: Dean Jean, Ron Thom, and members of ASUPS pose for the camera in their finest apparel.

Bottom Left: Alumni and students alike prepare to watch the game while enjoying the hot dogs offered at the tailgating party for the football game.
One thing students at the University of Puget Sound can never claim to be is bored. Aside from the school work and studying and hanging out with friends, the programmers and other groups on campus make sure there is always something going on. Lectures, concerts, poetry slams, break dancing, and even gambling were some of the popular events going on at one time or another during the year.

Mark Zupan and Nina Totenberg both came out to UPS to speak to the student body. Zupan’s talk about the film Murderball and the sport of wheelchair rugby was a big hit with students, as was Nina Totenberg discussing the Supreme Court. Another big event was the Everclear concert, with Emerson Hart (from Tonic) and Loni Rose. The concert was held to benefit the victims of Hurricane Katrina, so all proceeds were donated to Mercy Corps to help out. Announcements for the concert could be heard on KUPS as well as 107.7 The End.

Among other events were Casino Night held by RSA, poetry slams held by Crosscurrents and the English Department, and many KUPS and Campus Music Network hosted concerts. Different events were happening all week long every week, so there was always an opportunity to get out and learn something new or participate in a fun activity.

--Cara Munson--

Top Left: Nina Totenberg speaks to a sold out crowd about WHAT IS IT? Her topic was controversial and informative, drawing crowds from on and off campus.

Top Right: The Honors House, Langlow, put on a spectacularly spooky haunted house for Halloween.

Bottom Left: One event the Programmers were very excited about was the Infinite Monkeys breakdance performance.

Bottom Right: Amadan, a local band, performed for the UPS community in October. They were a hit with students who attended.
Right: At RSA sponsored Casino Night, virgin cocktails were provided for students gambling their chips away.

Middle: At the end of the Everclear benifit concert, female students were invited onstage to dance along to the music.

Far Left: Emerson Hart, of Tonic, performed at the Mercy Corps benifit concert. He played some of the music he plans to release on a solo album, but also played the Tonic hit, "If You Could Only See."

Left: Crosscurrents and the English department hosted poetry slams at various times throughout the year. The incredibly talented poets entertained the audience well, as they put all their emotion into their poetry.
Student theatre had a large presence on campus. The drama department put on Romeo and Juliet, which was faculty directed, and in the spring Kiss Me Kate, holding auditions for the whole student body to participate in. Also, the UPStageM club performed Relationships 101. The One Acts were also performed throughout the whole year, some student written, others both student written and directed. They were put on by the Student Theater Productions Club. The theater department and clubs were very active throughout the whole year, and involved a lot of support and participation from a lot of different people from directors and state managers to costume designers and creators. All the effort was well spent as many people attended all of the different productions put on by the different drama clubs and the drama department.

--Dani Pohlman--

Top Left: Two actors hold each other in embrace during the UPStageM Relationship Show.

Top Right: Two actors perform a cute and humorous scene during the UPStageM relationships show. During their song, the two made up after a fight.

Bottom: Thespians involved in the production of Romeo and Juliet had a beautiful stage to perform on, along with unique costumes and an amazing soundtrack.
Center: Juliet is caught off guard at the masquerade after meeting her true love Romeo in the play *Romeo and Juliet*.

Top Right: Benvolio gives a brief monologue in the beginning of *Romeo and Juliet*.

Bottom Right: Six actors from the Town Crier Speaks Festival perform a modern and very different play, where chocolate pudding, singing songs, finding love, and everything else imaginable was presented.

Bottom Left: Four of the actors in the UP-StageM Club perform during their show.
Right: Students watch Scream on Halloween weekend.

Bottom Left: Eager for the film to start, students fill up the theater. Campus Films was held in McIntyre 003 almost every week.

Bottom Right: Will Pearson answered his trivia question correctly, and is rewarded with a package of Reese's Pieces. Winning free candy was always a highlight of Campus Films.
Left: Senior Robert Wendt quizzes the audience on their trivia knowledge before the show. This was a popular part of Campus Films, as correct answers resulted in free candy.

Bottom Left: Emma Britton happily bags up some popcorn for a customer. Concessions available included popcorn, candy, and soda.

Bottom Right: Robert Wendt takes a student’s money for the film that night. UPS students got to see the films for only $1, while other attendees were charged $2.

If ever a student has nothing to do on a weekend night, there is one place they are sure to find some great entertainment for very little cost. Campus Films, a student run movie theater, plays one film almost every weekend, at six different showings. The students involved pick the movies, which have usually just left most theaters, and sell tickets, candy and popcorn, as well as run the reel or DVD. When campus films was first started, films all came on the reel, but with recent developments in technology, DVDs are more common and much easier to handle.

Films shown this year included Scream, for Halloween, Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, and the ever popular Batman Begins, as well as the Student Choice film, where students got the opportunity to vote on any movie to watch. The wide variety of first rate films helped with the popularity of Campus Films, along with the inexpensive admission rates. At only one dollar for UPS students and two dollars for any non-students, tickets were very reasonable. Add the prices and wide array of films shown to the movie theater ambiance in McIntyre and one would wonder why students would go to other theaters for their movies.

--Cara Munson--
One of the things that Puget Sound is known for is the amount of student musical talent on campus. Each year a student run program, SPANK, is put on for the campus community. Student musicians are chosen to play in SPANK in order to perform in front of a live audience. One group or soloist is chosen following this production and is given the opportunity to have recording hours in a studio. Local musicians and bands will also perform for the school community on the weekends. As Nigel Finley stated, “Playing with Funk Agenda is not just jamming with four other musicians but rather it is a constant dialogue of the musical language, searching for new and innovative ways of expression.” Music is a great aspect of this school, bringing the students together at events such as SPANK.

--Jess Clark--

Top Left: Jason Miller singing at his performance with The Handshakes in the SPANK concert.

Top Center: Tim Linnemann of The Handshakes brings some unique vibes to the group.

Top Right: Two guitarists from the band Funk Agenda, Colby Sanders and Graham Shakelford, play during the production of SPANK.

Bottom Right: At the Amadan concert, many students were present to listen to the band.
Center: Stu Decker swing dances at the Amadan concert and Song Fest, which took place in the Wheelock Student Center. Students really enjoyed making, listening to, and dancing to music on campus.

Top Right: Nigel Finley plays the piano during his appearance in the production of SPANK with his band Funk Agenda.

Bottom Left: The Amadan guitarist sings and performs for the UPS students attending their concert.

Bottom Right: Drummer for Funk Agenda, Alex Westcoat, plays at SPANK.
The Intramural Sports program at UPS encouraged a lot of students interested in participating in athletics to join a team. Many students played sports in high school and wanted to continue that through college. So, the intramural program was a great way to get exercise and meet new people. There were four seasons of sports. The fall season had outdoor soccer, flag football, court volleyball and ultimate frisbee. The second fall season offered wall ball, indoor soccer, basketball and tennis. The winter session had basketball, racquetball, volleyball, and indoor soccer. These events were held around campus on Todd field, or in the Field House. The spring session had softball, 9 foot hoops, spring soccer, and volleyball. Many students participated in all of the sessions and had a lot of fun competing against friends and classmates. Another form of sports on campus were club sports such as rugby and club soccer for students that wanted a more competitive sports experience or wanted to play a sport that the intramural program did not offer. Club sports were very popular and were still growing in size. Even with organized sports in abundance, students could also be found all over campus participating in friendly pick-up games ranging from frisbee golf to 4-square.

--Dani Pohlman--

Top Left: Two of the ultimate frisbee players warm up before a game.

Top Right: The mens club soccer team relaxes after a hard game.

The soccer club was for people that wanted a more rigorous soccer experience than intramural soccer, but less so than the varsity soccer team.

Bottom Left: Two ultimate frisbee players limber up for the intense game ahead of them.

Bottom Right: A Sigma Chi member plays four square during a fundraiser.
Top: Three members of the ultimate frisbee team get into an intense game.

Center: The ultimate frisbee team warms up and does exercises to be ready for the game. They took their game seriously, and made sure no one got injured.

Bottom: Stretching was very important, whether about to play soccer, run track, or compete in an ultimate frisbee game, as this player is here.
The University of Puget Sound offers a wide variety of Study Abroad programs, including Affiliated, Approved and Direct Enroll programs. Currently, UPS students can choose from more than 120 different programs in over 45 countries across the world, from Argentina, to Italy to the Netherlands, to Tanzania. Each year, more and more students decide to study abroad and return home excited and enthused about all they learned. Being a student abroad affords you a unique opportunity to study with scholars of a different intellectual tradition, to see the world from the perspective of another people, think independently, and gain an informed appreciation of oneself and others as part of a broader humanity in the world environment. Many students have described their time abroad as, “An experience of a lifetime”, and recommend even those uncertain about going abroad, simply to do it!

--Kelly Seidel--

Top Left and Right: Randin King spent time studying abroad in Spain, including Madrid and San Sebastian. Study Abroad students had a broad range of options when it came to where exactly they wished to travel.

Bottom: Studying Abroad is a great way to see the beautiful places around the world, while learning languages, history, and whatever subject you may be interested in.
Top Right: Two friends climb a mountain on their trip. Exciting landscape is a major incentive to study abroad.

Center: One study abroad student poses with Mickey Mouse on her trip. It goes to show, you are never too old for Disneyland!

Bottom Left: One of the many places to study abroad, Barcelona, reveals the beauty of Spain.
RIGHT TO YOUR DOORSTEP
Anderson - Langdon

A/L Garden Level
Pictured: Katie Taylor, Amy Friedman, Kirsten Henry, Jeff Pearson, Joel Reep, Julian Goldman, Sung Ko, Parker Phend, Nick Reed, Michael Piper, Derek Robbins (RA)

A/L First Floor
Pictured: Julia Simmons, Marie Gadda, Maya Coulson, Alycia Corey, Maura Darrow, Lehua Farrar-Ivey, Lindsay O'Brien, Kelley O'Dell, Taylor Anderson, Aimee Ono, Marcie Seely, Olivia Neville, Kali Bechtold, Katie Ferguson, Lauren Bolte, Kelly Seidel, Lindsay Pearce, Willa Bowsher, Tikki Weissel, Alisha Edmundson

A/L Second Floor
Pictured: Katelyn Hales, Jane Kestner, Anne Hirschmann, Miriam Lipman, Andy Pollack, Max Dworkin, Amy Drucker, Dan Gardner, Cori Gunkel, Nora Darlow, Lei Evensen, Kelsey McKee (RA), Brandon Henry (RA)

A/L Third and Fourth Floors
Pictured: Adam Harvey, Miles Edmark, Jenny Russell, Pete Reilly, Ryan Fish, Emily Gordon, Jamie Hosmer, Caitlin Taylor, Cam Nakano, Alex Leavitt, Karen Eboling, Max Karler, Meghan Webking, Greg Bell (RA)
T/P Garden Level

T/P First Floor
Pictured: Jake Sherman, Brett Woods, Erin Scheurer, Krysta Starr, Kyle Valade, Carrie Miltenberger, Jill Elkenhorst, Nina Sherburne, Sarah Spurlock, Jessica Davis, Jer Featherston, Cliff Snyder, Kent Hamar, Taylor Hyde, Emily Noël (RA)

T/P Second Floor
Pictured: Maxwell Kabrich, Jade Moss, Spencer Mitchell, Noah Berger, Katie Schlesinger, Carling Lee, Aynsley Muller, Lauren Brown, James Lee, Sara Lesser, Michelle Stoler, Nell Holden, Clare Bartholomew, Lisa Portillo, Alex Thomas, Ben Templeton, Jim Seratt, Tyler Weaver, William Ortiz-Grob, Peter Volberding, Brian Wilbur, David Wolf, Erik Lind (RA), Chelsea Taylor (RA)

T/P Third Floor
Pictured: Marie Obuhoff, Nick Schleicher, Erik Olson, Hannah Hoke, Kyle Stroh, Claire Calhoun, Rachel Reckin, Annie Ogdon, Fayez Rumi, Tony Yi, Bart Stevens, Brian Moore, Evan Hayes, Jack Baber, Andy Lundequam, Kyle Johnson, Logan Sibbet, Matt Irsfeld, Shari Shepard, Alexa Fritzche, Sam Seligman, Kibby Berry, Liz Elling, Ethan Taylor, Bruce Hart, Steven Melhourn, Ian Jaray, Chris Aman, Rachel Meyer, Hannah Perlmutter, Sarah Kingston, Tori Kendrick, Kalynn Daniels, Andrew Parker (RA), Lindsay Gridley (RA)
Schiff Garden Level
Pictured: TJ Ersfeld, Paul Siegel, Dane Frank, Emily Kahler, Kelsey Quam, Stefaa Moluf, Jennifer Hampton, Carl Larson, Brittany McManus, Isaac Saarman, Will Swannack, Mina Talajoor, Kat Barrett, Emma Long, Allison Demarest, Larissa Keeler, Stacey Spaulding (RA)

Schiff First Floor
Pictured: Madelene Heidel, TaReva Warrick-Stone, Jenna Dinstoll, Anna Beers, Whitney Stewart, Missy Zenczak, Stacey Spaulding (RA)

Schiff Second Floor - Dressed in their best for the outdoors
Pictured: Kate Hetland, Corey Sample, Stephanie Sievers, Katelinn Shaw, Emily Strait, Aaron Saffer, Ian Johnson, Kelly Howard, Leigh Ann Boswell, Conrad Gowell, Nathan Sharpe, Rudy Rense, Linsey Warren, Stewart Deckor (RA)

Schiff Third Floor
Pictured: Will True, Emily Smith, Amy Trautman, Pat Casados, Michelle Brooks, Stacy Maynard, Melissa Boni, Matthew Philbrook, Matt Beman, Liz Kaster, Erica Petrofsky, Mia Palomo, Lyndsey Nichols, Alexis Smith, Sarah Jackson, Peter Stanley, Adam Moulton, Eric Anderson, Robert Hildebrand (RA)
Harrington Garden Level
Pictured: Anita Cussler, Kevin Nguyen, Elizabeth Fei, Maggie Milligan, Justin Harvey, Maddy Ryen, Lauren Bagby, Max Silverson, Lucinda Stroud, Corrine Henneberg, Hali Jones, Clay Thompson, Gretchen Nelson, Matt Taylor (RA)

Harrington First Floor
Pictured: Wilson Cecil, Cully Eisner-Terrill, William Bushyhead, Gib Hanson, Andrew Bonica, Emily Waldron, Meghan Schimanski, Elsbeth Stuef, Chris Bossart, Stephen Souvall, Whitney Ulvestad, Julianne Horn, Brent Burkhart, Rebecca Thompson, Amy Corcoran (RA)

Harrington Second Floor

*Photo Unavailable for Harrington Third Floor*
University Garden Level and First Floor
Pictured: John Espey, Pete Godlewski, Sarah Moody, Jeremy Thompson, Amanda Wedvik, Steven Schroeder, Evan Leiser, Katie Wilson, Erin Anderson, Jen Martinek, Mandy Chronert, Nicole Merzel, Emily MacPherson (RA)

University Second Floor

University Third Floor

Langlow House
Pictured: Cody Monroe, Liz Hoffman, Lisa Jacobson, Brianna Richardson, Justin Haruyama, Nancy Martin, Tim Zitzer, Andrew Griebeler, Shanti Bles, Ryan Brassey, Sean Brakken-Thal, Aaron Danno, Chelsea Zarnowski (RA)
Smith & Trimble

Smith Second Floor
Pictured: Jennifer McFadden, Madeline Priest, Alecia Phillips, Catie Thomas, Myke Okuhara, Will Baur, Justin Dougherty, Cagan Riedel, Sam Armocido, Andrew Bourdon, Jacob Minne, Malia Delacruz, Danielle Richards (RA)
Pictured, but not residents: Leiana Sagoline, Kate Holbrook

Smith Third Floor
Pictured: Erika Kercher, Kyle Andrews, Robel Biru, Rachel McKeen, Kyra Johnson, Kelly Zeiler, Skyler Mason, Arianna Martell, Jane Lindborg, Chris Haller, Danya Clevenger (RA)

Trimble Hall
Pictured: Andy Zimmer, Peter Kowen, Ian Cuslidge, Steven Zane, Ben Bradley, John Hansen, Lisa Sunner, Joel Akimoto, Cory Kawabata, Kyle Sombrero, Jennifer Martin, Colin Cronin, Elliot Trotter, Samantha Spiess, Kristen Dodd, Jen Bellamy, Brian McCarthy, Julie McDonald, Jessica Swink, Charlotte Emigh, Carly Campbell, Mary Ann Valentine, Katie Atkinson, Melissa Provincial, Danny Haupt, Katelyn Bruhn, Pearl Crandall, Peter Shinn, Kirby Francis, Alex Paauwe, J.D. Koziarzki, Beth Wright, Kara Becker, Nicole Sherwood, DeAnna Schabacker, Jennifer Jura, Amy Young, Amy Ile, Anna-Lena Specht, Ashley Bettencourt, J.P. Sleeper, Kelsey Wells, Carli Gochnour, Melissa Santos, Carol Thompson, Rachel Hamstra, Haley Gilge, Nellie Suthers, Susan Moskowitz, Hannah Gullickson, Peter Crow, Molly Danziger, Michael Bowles, Jon Walkley, Tristan Orford, Mikael Bangcaya, Jay Colingham, Susanna Pugh, Nicole Luizzi, Stuart Gluck (faculty-in-residence), Wynne Scherf (Graduate RD)

Photo Unavailable for Smith Garden Level and First Floor*
Regester Garden Level -
Fans of The Rocky Horror Picture Show

Regester First Floor
Pictured: Jessica Knowles, Marissa Nakasone, Elayna Trucker, Rachel Hood, Lyndsey Janes, Courtney Beardsley-Schoonmaker, Emily Mulligan, Nora Geraty, Tabita Hilton, Maggie Perry, Sarah Rittenhouse, Kayla Kairis, Tessa Wix, Valarie Barone (RA)

Regester Second Floor

Regester Third Floor - The wild and crazy ladies
Pictured: Briana Skirm, Casey Whitlatch, Randee Autrand, Stephanie Syrett, Reena Lama, Bethany Scinta, Lily Hays, Allie Thomas, Rachal Gunderson, Jordan Myers, Skylar Willson, Nani Vishwanath, Sonia Ivancic (RA)
Seward Garden Level and First Floor
Pictured: Deran Conkling, Garrett Gentling, Noah Gefen, Taran Harmon-Walker, Spencer Graves, Joey Bitetto, Mark Delbrueck, Kyle Challinor, Alexi Front, Andrew Collins (RA)

Seward Second Floor

Seward Third Floor
Pictured: Myles Heistad, Matt Maze, Sean Carvey, Darin Weaver, Seth Tucker, Derrick Moyer, Tad Johnson, Alex Lehecka, Sam Kussin-Shoptaw, Inder Datta, Matt Farr, Tyler Drake, Mitch Kremm, David Miller, Morgan Donner, Max Harris, Nic Van Putten, Paul Wicks, Jens Pascucci, Bret Schluederberg, Tom Geraghty, Matt Kwock

Seward Fourth Floor
Pictured: Katie Lind, Julia Lodbetter, Shannon Forbes, Jessica Rothfus, Meghan Watson, Elana Kiesler, Christina Donnelly, Kelli Morgan, Vickie Kutasz, Claire Clevenger, Alexi Butler, Meg Davis, Sarah Johnson, Ady Olson, Emma Montgomery, Fiona Gornick, Erica Lone, Holly Coombs (RA)
Pictured: Jane Butterfield, Whitney Crittenden, Gretchen Frederick, Brendan Goetz, Austin Kuehn, Liz McGourty, Cara Munson, April Tomlinson (CC)

On-Campus

Pictured: Lisa Chandler, Katy Daly, Jenna Dwiggins, Kristin Elia, Diana Grande, Tim Guasco, Christine Knackstedt, Tess Kutasz, John Lea, Charles Mendelson, Eddie Monge, Nicole Morris, Abbie Ogaard, Ben Wommack, Robert Wendt, Scott Mitchell (CC)
Pictured: Diego Aceituno, Chris Benjamin, Matt Dellaguzzo, Diana Duthie, Nigel Finley, Carolyn Ham, Valerie Kotch, David Ley, Michael Lucia, Pete McAfee, Peter McDonough, Nick Meyers, Seth Pease, Letani Peltier, Rachel Peters, Lee Piferman, Stephen Somerville, Alana Thelan, Emily Turnbull, Ken Verhulst, Jared Wheeler, Patrick Wingo, Matt Elm (CC)

Houses

A few of the many university-owned houses surrounding campus.

*Photos Unavailable for other housing groups*
Language & Culture Houses

Muses House
Pictured: Meese Agrawal, Claire Alano, Amelia Lamb, Erin McKibben, Amelia Peterson, Rebecca Radue

Realms of the Imagination House
Pictured: Rachael Burkle, Greg Moore, Kylene Plum, Ian VanWyhe
Track & Cross-Country House
Pictured: Nick Mayers, Frank Prince, Dan Pollard, Kevin Stein, Matt Vanni

Creativity abounds on Theme House Row this year, with houses including Park Place, The Health Nut House, The Music House, and the Era House.
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SORORITIES 47
Members of Phi Delta Theta are ready to cheer on the Loggers at the Homecoming football game.
The men of Sigma Chi prepare for battle at the end of Greek Week.
Top Right: The men of 1108 N. Union, Charlie Kashiwa, Greg Groggel, Kimron Thomas, and Scott Ordway, put on their best smiles and sweaters for a ‘family’ holiday photo.

Below: Living off-campus presents many opportunities for students, like having weekly ‘Project Runway’ viewing parties. They loved the show so much, some of them started dressing up like their favorite competitors and even the host, supermodel Heidi Klum.

Pictured: Julia Bow, Emma Donohew, Emily Bliss, Mikael Bangcaya, Moira Neet, Alex Raposo, Kate Wesche, Heather Kliment, Andrea Cederberg, Jessica Edwards, Annelise Haft, Brittany Howe, Sarah Bradshaw, Carrie Clark, and Becca Herman

Left: Chrissy Dupuis, Jenn Grant, Erin Wilson, Anne Leicher, Sasha Wolf, Laura Hoenemeyer, and Erin Leighty have a rockin’ good time at their Halloween party this fall.

Off-Campus Living

Left: Elisa Gallegos, Danielle Ferney, Kelly Markin, Brooke Churchfield, and Jess Box show their sorority spirit on Bid Day 2006.

Right: Peter Ryan and Eric Anderson ‘dance to the beat’ at a dance party put on by fellow students.
English provided a creative and literary outlet for a number of students at Puget Sound this year. From general courses like Intro to Lit to more specific classes, like Jane Austen, there were courses for all interests. April Tomlinson, '07, an English major with a focus on literature, was drawn to the field because “I absolutely love to read, and thought I should study the art of writing.” Reflecting on her studies, April said her most influential professor here at UPS was Mita Mahato – “She has helped my writing tremendously, and is a very interesting and inspiring professor.” Looking towards the future, Tomlinson expressed a desire to take a year off, and then pursue a career in publishing. Despite her passion for literature, even she has made mistakes in her studies; she recalled one amusing instance when “I asked who Samuel Clemens was – in my Mark Twain class.” In the end, however, April found that studying English has enabled her to “look at a text more objectively and enjoy it more than just for its pleasure purpose.”

---Liz McGourty---

Senior Nikki Esposito had originally decided on a Business major when coming to UPS, but soon found it wasn’t for her; so as an alternative, she tried out Communication Studies, and couldn’t be happier about the change – “I chose it out of three others and I’m so glad I did because I’m doing well in the subject and enjoy all aspects of the field.” Esposito, who also played on the women’s volleyball team, discovered in her studies that not only did the Communications field make her more aware of the subject itself, but had also enabled her to “become more critical of media and communication in my everyday life and question and analyze more everyday things.” After graduating this spring, Nikki planned on trying out to play professional volleyball in Europe, after which she intended to go to Hotel Management school and start her own event planning business. With “the knowledge to criticize and always question,” it is a sure bet she will be successful in all her endeavors.

---Liz McGourty---

Professor Sue Owen ventures out into the class to answer a question and make jokes with her students during her Film Culture class, a new Communication Studies course this year.
Two students take advantage of the quiet and beautiful Kittredge Gallery to do some studying for an art course.

If you like to spend all your time over at Kittredge Gallery, you must be an art major. Within the major there are two main paths: Studio Art and Art History. Each of these areas has even more specified aspects, and within the studio art courses available alone there are ceramics, foundations, drawing, painting, printmaking, photography, digital imaging, and sculpture classes. This leaves many options for those looking to get a degree in the program or anyone who enjoys making art. Art history courses, on the other hand, cover all sorts of time periods, ranging from western, Asian, and modern art history to Ancient, Medieval, Renaissance and Baroque, American, and other areas. One interested in art can view student, faculty, and other artists' work in Kittredge Gallery all year long, and there are often lectures and hands on help from professional artists brought in. This gives everyone an opportunity to learn more and delve deeper into the beautiful world of art.

--Cara Munson--

The ever dramatic theater arts department houses one of the University of Puget Sound's most popular courses of study. Students interested in acting, directing, producing, scenography, playwrighting, and dramaturgy can learn how to hone their theatrical knowledge, skills, and more through the theater arts classes. Many students not pursuing a major in the subject also take these classes for core requirements or just fun, but theater arts are not just fun and games. Students in the program take their course of study very seriously. Many act both at UPS as well as in larger productions outside of school, often commuting up to Seattle or elsewhere for practices and performances. This department puts on a couple plays each year, making it one of the most entertaining departments for everyone.

--Cara Munson--

Montague and Benvolio discuss the amorous Romeo in this year's production of "Romeo and Juliet".
In many classes across campus, a visitor might have a difficult time trying to understand the subject matter, but this is no less true than in the many language classes. Any student aiming to become bilingual, or just fulfill the requirement, can learn from the best any of seven languages: Spanish, French, German, Chinese, Japanese, Latin, or Greek. Students in the major can specialize in two areas, language and literature, for which there are three different tracks, and foreign language and international affairs, in either European or Asian languages. Learning a new language can be very difficult for some, as it is a foreign language, while others pick up the new words and sentence structures with no problems. Professor Diane Kelley, one of the French professors, tells her students repeatedly that they cannot simply translate the words from English to French or vice versa, because it is a completely different language and it does not always transfer over correctly. Within each language there are all sorts of tricks and hints to learn how to speak and write more fluently, but one of the best ways is simply to be immersed in the language.

--Cara Munson--
Opposite Page Left: Professor Diane Kelley writes “le, la, les, me, te, nous, vous, en” on the board to teach her 101 class what preposition to use in different situations. Kelley was especially enthusiastic about that part of the French language.

Opposite Page Right: Professor Lo Sun Perry and the rest of the class ask questions of a student presentation. Chinese was a difficult, but popular language to learn here.

Top Left: Sophomore Sam Armoncido practices his language skills with another student in class by having a short discussion in French.

Bottom Left: Professor Lo Sun Perry studies her computer screen as the class studies the Chinese she had written on the whiteboard.

Bottom Right: The back of the shirts made for Fall French Week said “Le français, c’est Vachement Chouette!” which means “French, it is very cool!” Vechement Chouette, however, is a phrase which is a combination of the words for cow and owl.
While some students were wary of the Chemistry department, and the notorious O-Chem class, others like Junior Christine Vanos were instead drawn to it. Though not necessarily planning on a Chemistry major, “freshman year, I was put in the Chemistry 110 advising class, and I was hooked from there. I’ve always enjoyed science, and I have really liked the professors and labs here. Although it is a tough major, I am glad it found me.” Vanos, who was minoring in Spanish as well, actually found her Organic Chemistry class, with Professor Eric Scharre, to be one of her favorites – “He made getting up for an 8am class, four days a week, all year, as fun as possible. Believe it or not, the class was never boring!” Graduate school was a possibility for the junior, who expected to come out of Puget Sound with “an education that is valued out there in the real world.” As Christine stated, when asked what she felt a Chemistry major would do for her. “As a person, any education brings a broader mind and fuller life. Chemistry is no exception – I am continually amazed by the awesome things I am learning.”

--Liz McGourty--

The Biology department was both rigorous and popular among students at UPS, whether they were majoring in the field or merely taking a course for a core requirement. There were a variety of classes to choose from, along with labs where students were able to examine everything from plants to sea urchins to individual microscopic cells. The department also boasted numerous specialized courses and research opportunities, and students were able to explore almost any field they chose with the cooperation of local facilities like the Point Defiance Zoo & Aquarium.

--Liz McGourty--

TOP LEFT: Alexa Tullis, Joyce Tamashiro, Christine Gray, Todd Sperry, Betsy Kirkpatrick, Holly Davies, Sue Haanaford, Andreas Madlung, Carol Curtin, Jennifer Burnaford, Michal Morrison, Gary Shugart, Peter Wimberger, Joel Elliott, Mark Martin, Wayne Rickoll

TOP RIGHT: Professor Leslie Saucedo instructs her biology students before setting them to work on their lab assignments. In this lab, students studied genotypes and phenotypes in organisms.

RIGHT: Alyce DeMarais, Leslie Saucedo, Peter Hodum, Stacey Weiss, Susan Bennett
Missing: Bruce DeMarais
A fossil given to a student by Geology professor Travis Horton. The Geology Department had a collection of fossils, minerals, and rocks.

To study science in a natural context, one must look no further than the Geology and Natural Science departments. Geology offered many specified classes for interested students, as well as collecting maps, fossils, and other geological items. Natural Science offered a broader spectrum of sciences, rather than the specified classes geology consisted of. According to the geology department’s website on ups.edu, “Students who major in Geology or in Natural Science acquire the ability to examine the natural world in an analytical fashion, using skills developed in major courses and drawing both qualitative and quantitative conclusions from their own observations. In the latter part of students’ time at Puget Sound, the more project-oriented courses provide students with the opportunity to integrate knowledge gained at all levels of their educational experience.” Geology and Natural Science degrees can help students achieve many things in a variety of future fields.

--Cara Munson--

The Environmental Studies department was a relatively new field at UPS, but was already proving quite popular among students. Professor Dan Sherman, an Assistant Professor in the department, was an enthusiastic proponent of the program. “Life experiences are not segmented into academic disciplines, our knowledge of the world needs overlapping aspects of academic specialties,” said Professor Sherman, who had been teaching at UPS for one and a half years; “Environmental Studies is integrative because it is multidisciplinary. It fosters an inquiry-based, problem-solving approach that can serve students well in almost any pursuit.” His favorite class to teach in the program is the Senior Seminar, which he loves because of its collaborative nature in bringing students from different disciplines together for a project in the community. Asked for any other details about the program, he only had to add, “We spend a lot of time outside.”

--Liz McGounty--
The Religion department at UPS, though small, was nonetheless an influential study for many students. Though not many chose to major in it, it still provided insights and understanding to a multitude of other fields. Quite possibly one of the most integrative studies here, Religion took on everything from politics to literature, and Star Wars to AIDS. The department fostered understandings of the entire world of religions and faith systems, and encouraged students to explore beyond just the common realms of Western culture and religion. As the department said - “we’re not into saving souls, but we do ask the big questions.”

--Liz McGourty--

The Science, Technology and Society program here at Puget Sound, aka STS, was a decidedly unique field of study. Many of the classes offered were team-taught, and the professors provided an amazing cross-disciplinary basis for the study. Offered as both a major and minor, STS students were encouraged to examine and understand the connections between science and technology, and the other fields that shape our world, like literature, philosophy and art. Students were taught to develop broad understandings of the development of science, and the impact it has on cultures and societies, as well as “the interplay between science and economics, politics, religion and values in contemporary decision making.” This program opened up a wide realm of understandings and ideas to students, making them more aware of the integrative nature of our every day lives.

--Liz McGourty--

Above: Kilworth Chapel, where students can come to get in touch with their religious side through worship or personal reflection

Below: Students collaborate during an STS class. Many different subjects were covered within the department.
Right: Professor Dexter Gordon, director of the African-American Studies program.
Middle: In the freshman Asian Societies course, Professor Suzanne Barnett motions towards a student offering a good opinion.
Bottom: The Asian Societies class ponders questions posed by their professor.

The Cultural Studies programs at UPS gave students a chance to learn about the world and cultures outside of their own, and through that gain a better understanding of their own. The African-American Studies program aimed to "develop an understanding of the role of race in African American life and also in the broader social and institutional relations of the United States and other parts of the Americas," in students who participated in the program, as well as open their eyes to the ever-present issues of power, multiculturalism and race. The Latin American Studies program, offered to students as a minor, worked to create and maintain understandings of "the interaction of politics and culture at the national and international levels, and the historical legacies of contemporary aspects of Latin American societies." Study abroad trips were highly encouraged in this field, particularly the programs available in Argentina and Chile. The Asian Studies program, also a proponent of study abroad, focused on fostering a better understanding of Asia and all its complexities; "The underlying assumption of the Asian Studies Program is that the vast region labeled 'Asia' is complex and diverse and that varied Asian peoples and institutions have greatly influenced, and continue to influence, human experience throughout the world."

Each of the Cultural Studies fields greatly emphasized their interdisciplinary nature, as each drew from many other studies, like politics and government, history, and foreign languages. This multidisciplinary approach worked well for students, and made each of the fields at once distinct and approachable for any who had an interest.

--Liz McGourty--
Above Right: Guest lecturer Michael Kimmel speaks with a student following his presentation on Men and Masculinities.

Below Right: The Humanities program puts on a movie viewing series open to all interested students. Besides putting on entertaining programs, the Humanities department also offered a wide range of classes accessible to all students. As a truly interdisciplinary field, the Humanities provided students with insights into all aspects of just what it means to be human.

"I think the crossover from Women Studies to Gender Studies has allowed a lot of opportunity for dialogue across campus and has given the minors a presence on campus more so than we had before," said Senior Amy Corcoran, a Theater Arts major also minoring in Gender Studies. Corcoran was at first slightly scared of the idea of feminism, and its often negative connotations, but was opened up to the ideas of gender equality in her Lit by Women class, taught by Ann Putnam - "I was always for equal rights," said Amy, "but Ann pointed out to me that that makes me a feminist." Upon her graduation from UPS in the spring, the senior had plans to attend grad school in pursuit of a graduate degree in theater, as well as continuing her studies of gender and women's history. "This field has given me a lens through which to view the world. My focus on Gender Studies has made me more gender neutral; I think in a lot of ways Gender Studies is about tolerance and equality."
--Liz McGourty--

GENDER STUDIES * HUMANITIES

The Comparative Sociology department successfully integrated the fields of anthropology and sociology to present students with a varied and challenging curriculum. Students, in taking these courses, were able to learn about, comprehend and convey a deeper understanding of the societies and cultures of the world. Through courses like Social Problems and Cultural Anthropology, professors hoped to establish an understanding in their pupils of expanding thinking beyond one's own limited worldview. In this study, students not only broaden their liberal arts experience, but their minds and ways of thinking as well.
--Liz McGourty--

Professor Nick Kontogeorgopoulos listens patiently as a student poses a question at the end of his Social and Cultural Change class, a 300-level Comparative Sociology course.
History

History, an essential part of a liberal arts education, was both a popular and challenging department here at Puget Sound. Courses covered almost every era in a variety of regions and contexts, and allowed students to delve into very specific areas of interests. From the High Middle Ages in Europe, to Scholars and Warriors in China and Japan, to A History of Non-Violent Social Change, almost any interest could be satiated by the strong and diverse faculty of the History department. The faculty not only taught with enthusiasm, but were always happy to help and further any student’s interests and knowledge of the field, encouraging even upperclassmen from other departments to take classes. All in all, this department provided a broad background for students to use in any field they might choose.

--Liz McGourty--

If you were into togas, temples and the foundations of Western culture, the Classics department here at UPS was the field for you. In studying the world of the ancient Mediterranean, students made use of a variety of sources, including first-person translated texts and modern historical perspectives. To broaden their understanding of the Greek and Roman cultures, courses in Latin and Greek were offered on beginning, intermediate and advanced levels, enabling students to “use the languages as a way of entering the heart of the vibrant world of classical antiquity.” Enthusiastic and engaging professors also made this field an enjoyable one to participate in. Classics served as a basis for understanding our own modern Western culture from these ancient roots, which is important for students in any field of study.

--Liz McGourty--

Above: History Department

Pictured: Suzanne Wilson Barnett, Michael Bottoms, William Breitenbach, Nancy Bristow, Terry Cooney, John Lear, Douglas Sackman, David Smith, Catherine Smith, Theodore Taranovski

Below: Professor Eric Orlin points out a particular region to his Ancient Roman History class. This particular class explored the dramatic rise of what is known as the Roman Empire and how it affected the people of that era.
The second floor of McIntyre Hall is home to the Economics department.

Puget Sound’s Economics department offered a wide range of courses for students, who participated in the program for a variety of reasons. Many majored or minored in the field, while others took courses to further their studies in related fields such as business. The content of the classes provided a broad perspective for students, who were encouraged to develop an understanding of Economics through a theoretical, analytical and historical lens. Options in the major were available, even within this singular field, with a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science available to students, depending on their abilities and goals for the future. The field is taught by an active and popular department faculty, who “take an active role in academic advising of students from many areas of the University and in other important University and community affairs.”

--Liz McGourty--

**International Political Economy**

Students who majored in IPE, as it is known, found a wide variety of courses to meet their intellectual needs. Senior Christy Combs found the integrative nature of this field very suitable to her personality, which is why she chose it. “I have always been the type of person who liked to integrate different kinds of thoughts and ideas to make new theories and ideas. IPE just suited me. It integrated two fields that interested me,” said Combs, who previously studied abroad in London. She was also very aware of the benefits of choosing IPE as her main field of study: “It has taught me to carefully look at all facets of societies and cultures, and how to remove myself from my own position and take a real objective look at other people’s situations, circumstances, and challenges from their perspective.” After graduating, Christy hoped to take a year off, and then go back to school for her PhD. Where her degree in International Political Economy will take her, no one knows, but it is certainly a solid start to a search for a career she will love.

--Liz McGourty--

Top: Senior Christy Combs diligently goes over her notes, getting ready for another busy day in her IPE courses.

Bottom: A student writes notes on the board during his IPE course.
ome essential materials for the Math & Computer Science student.

"T"hey learn subject matter in context, learn some relevant history of the subject, learn to think analytically and logically, and gain experience in both problem solution and in the communication of their solutions to problems," said the Math & Computer Sciences department of what students could expect from their program. These two fields have proven to be important basics for students in recent years with the growth and expansion of technology in the workplace, not to mention the necessity of math skills in almost any field one chooses. To this end the Math & Computer Sciences department provided a wide range of courses suitable for all majors and non-majors alike. As the demand for employees well-versed in computers and mathematics rose, so too did this exceptional department rise to the occasion, equipping students with the knowledge needed to succeed in the working world.

--Liz McGourty--

A physics class during a lecture. Along with lectures, students in physics classes took a lab to apply their knowledge.

"P"hysics is a field of study that many students are familiar with. Physics students, dual-degree engineering majors, and other science students all get a chance to parake in the physics department's expertise. The department offers students a unique way to view science. The UPS website says that "It offers a curriculum of classical and modern physics that prepares students for careers as scientists and citizens. Students who complete a Physics major acquire an understanding of the principles of mechanics, optics, electromagnetism, quantum mechanics, and relativity. They will be experienced problem solvers, adept at translating a physical situation into a mathematical problem. They will have experienced the satisfaction and frustration of experimental work." Students in this course of study become well rounded and have a good start to getting into the real world.

--Cara Munson--
One of the most ancient courses of study is Philosophy. According to the department's website, "The questions that have occupied philosophy across its history can be located in three categories. First, there are questions about the nature of reality - ourselves and the world in which we find ourselves. Second, philosophy considers questions about how we should live, including questions about moral choice, about the place of the individual in the community, and about what is valuable or worthwhile. A third kind of question concerns what it is possible to know, and what constitutes good reasoning and secure justification. Despite these categories, many philosophers seek a comprehensive and unified vision of the world and our place in it. Even those philosophers who are skeptical of such grand designs typically answer one kind of question - 'Do people have minds over and above their bodies (or their brains)?' - by considering another - 'How could I know about another person's mind?' In fact, the question of how we know pervades philosophy." Thought provoking, no?

The field of Psychology was a popular study for many here at UPS, majors and non-majors alike. While a good number of students took Psych 101 as an elective, others like Junior Whitney Crittenden were far more deeply involved. In addition to being a dedicated major, she also found time to be involved in the Psychology Club as well as acting as the fundraising chair for Psi Chi. Her initial interest in the field came in high school with her first psychology course, and besides, she quipped, "What's not to like about psychology?" Also minoring in Biology, Crittenden was looking forward to her study abroad trip to Tanzania, where she hoped to study giraffes. Following graduation Whitney looked toward getting an internship working with animals, after which she would like to continue her education with a focus on animal behavior. Asked what she thought her experiences in Psychology here at UPS would do for her, she replied that she hoped she would gain "a better understanding of psychology and a rounded education. I am now able to look more critically at 'newsworthy' items and understand them."

--Liz McGourty--

Psychology Department
Pictured: Barry Anton, Kevin David, Cathy Hale, Robin Foster, David Moore, Sarah Moore, Jill Nealey-Moore, Mark Reinitz, Carolyn Weisz, Lisa Wood
Sophomore Seth Doherty came to UPS last year looking to major in chemistry, but quickly changed his mind after experiencing the Politics & Government program. “I always found it interesting,” he said, “and it will hopefully give me an opportunity to make some sort of a difference.” Doherty, also minoring in history, was unsure of what the future holds past earning his degree, but hopes to gain “a greater base of knowledge to help me in whatever career I wind up in, and to guide me through the world.” The P&G department surely provides such a base, with a wide variety of classes to choose from to help students understand and better relate to their world and how it works. When asked what studying in this field had done so far for his own experience, Seth replied “It has given me a rational, fact-based way of looking at academics, and the world, that is not overly scientific,” something which many students here can appreciate.

- Liz McGourty--

Sophomore Brittany Hodgson heads out the door for another busy day of classes.

very specific field of study. Exercise Science nonetheless attracted a good number of students to the major, including Sophomore Brittany Hodgson. Involved in both the Cross Country and Track teams at our school, Brittany was first drawn to Exercise Science through a high school knee injury and her experience with physical therapy — “I really liked what they did, so I took some related classes to see if it interested me.” Hodgson was also minoring in Comparative Sociology, and planned to continue her studies in graduate school, with the hope of becoming a physical therapist. Like many students at Puget Sound, Brittany enjoyed and looked forward to completing “a well-rounded liberal arts education”, but found that even her individual field had already taught her much. “I’ve only taken about three classes so far, but it has definitely taught me a lot about time management and staying on top of things, especially with a full course load which can make it difficult.” She was optimistic, however, about pursuing her major which integrates her love of sport so well.

- Liz McGourty--
The Music department here at UPS is renowned for its conservatory-like quality, but what many students did not realize was the variety of degrees offered in Music, beyond performance or teaching. One such program available was Music Business, one which Junior Nigel Finley was drawn to. "I chose Music Business as a major because I want to become more involved in an ever-changing and growing technological and musical world," said Finley, who was also an accomplished pianist. Upon finishing his degree here, he planned on heading to a recording arts or sound engineering school to further his studies. Along with his degree, Nigel expected to leave UPS with "a well-rounded perspective on life, well versed in literary, business and music skills necessary for the real world; also, plenty of friends that will last a lifetime." On the way to completing his studies Finley had already learned much, noting the influence of his Jazz Theory professor, Dr. Rob Hutchinson. "As a person, I have become a much more attuned listener," the junior said, "and I am learning how to communicate the language that is expressed through music."

--Liz McGourty--

Top: The University Jazz Band plays in their performance with musician Randy Weston.

Bottom: Junior Nigel Finley is quite serious about his Music Business studies.
Top: The Music department’s very own Music Building, located at the heart of the UPS campus.

Bottom: The University Concert Choir performs in the winter. At this performance, a guest tenor sang with the choir, which was a real treat.

“W hat is funny about the music major is that it is really hard to escape once you start down its path,” said Junior Danya Clevenger, who was specializing in Choral Music Education. Pursuing a minor in Politics & Government, a field she said is “surprisingly close to life in music,” Clevenger was an enthusiastic student and participant in the Music program at Puget Sound. Asked how her chosen field had helped her grow as a person and student, Danya responded, “I think that studying music has cleared some of the walls between what is work and what is play for me, and asked me to connect the two. Not to mention that as a musician, you are never ‘done practicing’. I feel like I live a major more than just earning one.” The junior planned on participating in the Teach for America program following graduation, hoping to gain insight as to whether she would like to continue pursuing a teaching career, “not to mention the personal rewards of doing a program like that.” Reflecting on her experiences attending school here, Danya found she had “gained invaluable friendships and experiences that I like to think are unique to this school, and that will carry through for the rest of my life.”

--Liz McGourty--
Langlow House, on the first day of snow. Langlow housed some of the freshman Honors students for their first year at Puget Sound.

The Honors department provided students at UPS a unique opportunity to delve into the world of classical literature and studies in addition to their traditional fields. Freshman Brianna Richardson was “intrigued by the idea of studying related materials together with a small group of people who really wanted to explore great works of literature.” A Music major, Richardson resides in Langlow House, the student housing option for freshman Honors students, which allows them to form a tight-knit community on campus. Said Brianna of what her studies had taught her in her short time here, “It’s important to have read Homer’s Odyssey and other classics that have become such a foundation of knowledge for more contemporary writers and scholars.” Her future plans were to either continue on to graduate school after UPS, or go into teaching music in schools. A memorable moment from her Honors classes, quoting Professor Ervin on Frankenstein, serves as great advice for all students: “When anyone asks how you’re doing, just say ‘My spirits have a wonderful elasticity about them’.”

--Liz McGourty--

The residents of Langlow House put on a haunted house for Halloween this year, proving even Honors students can have fun.
Professor Paula Wilson shows her business students how to analyze and understand financial statements for their final project.

"Business was the only program that seemed interesting to me," said junior Woody Selick, when asked what drew him to the Business and Leadership department at UPS. While enjoying his studies, Selick also found time to be involved outside of school with a local company which gave him the chance to work with a variety of influential businesspeople around the area. Studying in the business field, he had found "allowed me to meet numerous people with similar professional aspirations, as well as helpful and inspiring educators. In addition, the business program has thus far given me a much better grasp on my personal abilities as a leader and problem solver." With a Business major and possible Art minor in hand, Woody looked forward to tackling grad school, and possibly starting a small business of his own after graduating. Beyond the Business field, Selick expected to gain "most importantly, a sense of self and ability, as well as long-lasting friendships and unique experiences" from his time at Puget Sound.

--Liz McGourty--

Leandre Duchesne '06, was an enthusiastic student in the field of Business, with an International emphasis. "As a student, studying in this field has taught me about making choices. I've definitely evolved since my first year. Studying in this field has shown me that you can do amazing things if you're willing to make a plan and believe in yourself," said Duchesne. Having a solid liberal arts background was also important to Leandre, who felt that "a business education would be worth nothing if it did not fall into a context of values and aspirations that have been evolving in me over the years," which was in part developed through his varied studies in departments from world religions to economics. Asked about his plans following graduation, he responded, "I plan on living a fruitful life. I'll travel, work, go to the beach a lot, eat good food, sleep a little, work some more, play in the snow, and hopefully get married, have kids, be a rock star and rule the world." Along with these grand aspirations, Duchesne included making a living in product development and market research, in each of which his Business degree will prove more than handy.

--Liz McGourty--

The School of Business and Leadership Faculty: Front Row: Keith Maxwell, Nila Wiese, Susan Stewart, Paula Wilson; Middle Row: Jim McCullough (School of Business and Leadership Director), Lisa Johnson, Lynda Livingston, Alva Butcher; Back Row: Jeffrey Matthews (Business Leadership Program Director), Kathi Lovelace, Lynnette Claire, Leslie Price
SOMETHING DIFFERENT
Swing Out! UPS is a club dedicated to bringing swing dancing to the UPS community. Experienced swing dancers who are students at UPS teach lessons every week and hold a dance right after. Our first meeting of the year had over 70 people, quite a strong comeback from past years. The club is a great way for students to have fun, meet new people, socialize, get some exercise, and of course learn to dance.

--Alice Fong--

Heather Fast, Alice Fong, and Will Schindler
Ps Chi

Psychology National Honor Society

Officially recognized by the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound (ASUPS) and founded in 2002, the club University of Puget Sound Towards Animal Rights Together (UPSTART) meets Tuesdays at 8:00 p.m. behind the Info Center in the SUB. We organize events that promote animal rights as well as related issues, such as sustainability, world hunger, and human health. Past events have included annual spring banquets, local protests, free lectures, potlucks and Seattle dinners, Earth Day soy ice cream giveaways, volunteering at animal sanctuaries, a raffle for an autographed Maroon 5 hoodie, vegan bake sales, and our overnight “Portland Pilgrimages.” While we believe that transitioning to a plant-based diet is the single best way to reduce animal suffering, we welcome anyone with an interest in the rights of animals to join us regardless of diet.

--Michelle Brittan--

Underground Jazz is a student-run vocal jazz group specializing in all types of vocal jazz, mainly a cappella. It is driven by its members. There are two larger groups, one specializing in jazz, the other in pop covers. However, there is no limit to what UJ can do. They perform combined 35 singer pieces as well as numerous small (4-6 singers) group pieces. Cara Evans and Emily Miller are the main coordinators this year. We have opened for many performing groups on campus such as m-pact, sung the national anthem at sporting events and performed for Alumni Events.

--ASUPS Website--

Film Criticism

Keely Rew, Rick Peterson, Jana Howard

Amnesty International

The purpose of this organization is to work toward the observance of all human rights as enshrined by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other international standards.

--ASUPS Website--

Geology Club

Christian Manthei, Doug Phelps, Nicholas Carman

Lindsay Gridley & Autumn Best

Upstart

Jen Bellamy, Sam Riggs

Nicki Vance & Millicent Hadjivassilou

Emily Sterling & Lindsay McAuley

CLUBS 75
The Jewish Student Organization's goal is to promote an awareness of the Jewish way of life and history by having the club open to any student or faculty member of the Puget Sound community. The Jewish Student Organization maintains an open-forum where its members are able to teach, learn, and discuss Jewish traditions, beliefs, and current issues affecting students today. Please join us, as all are welcome! The JSO meets every Monday at 5pm in the Diversity Center.

--ASUPS Website--

The Film & Theatre Society, an ASUPS recognized club, was started in order to bring theatre closer to the UPS community and to allow students to enjoy performances they might not be able to see otherwise. Its members attend professional productions in both Seattle and Tacoma, and also see independent movies at the Grand Cinema. Since its creation in the fall of 2000, the Film and Theatre Society has given students the opportunity to enjoy live theatre and film and the company of fellow theatre-lovers.

--Susanna Pugh--

The Japanese Animation Club meets weekly to watch and talk about anime. We do our best to show a wide range of anime to help people better understand Japanese culture through anime.

--Walker Lindley--
The International Club provides a forum which promotes a better understanding of cultures throughout the world and provides a welcoming environment for International students at the University of Puget Sound. International Club organizes and hosts social and educational activities which bring together International and American students. We meet Mondays from 5-6 in the Student Diversity Center.

--ASUPS Website--

Hui O Hawaii is a student run organization at the University of Puget Sound that aims to share the culture of Hawaii with the campus community. The club consists of undergraduate and graduate students who are either from Hawaii or want to learn more about Hawaii while making great friends and having good times.

--ASUPS Website--

The Black Student Union (BSU) is an organization created for Black students of all colors, creeds, mixed heritages, and experiences. As part of an ever changing world, we are celebrated descendants of a Global Diaspora that covers America, Africa, Asia, the Caribbean and even parts of Europe. As Black students here at the University of Puget Sound, our goal is to encourage unity, connection, and school spirit. Our cultural connection, as “Black” students, affords us the ability to support one another and maintain a sense of fellowship and community. Our goal is to maintain a presence in and around campus and be recognized as a leading organization in promoting unity, support and school spirit. Such a lofty goal is only possible with the continued support of Black students who desire to maintain a connection, coupled with a sense of self and community. We also appreciate the support of the entire UPS community.

--Veronica Boomer--
Women's Rugby

Ultimate Frisbee

Ultimate Frisbee is a big sport here at UPS. You can often find them playing on Todd field. According to our own team, "Ultimate Frisbee is one of the world's fastest growing/most badass sports."

--ASUPS Website, Jess Clark--

Men's Lacrosse

Kirby Francis & Kyle Berggren (Coach)

ASUPS Lacrosse is a club sport that competes in the spring. The lacrosse club is an intercollegiate team and competes within the Pacific Northwest Collegiate Lacrosse League. The Loggers are the current defending champions in the PNCLL B-League, and look forward to a promising season as they will return two of their four All-Americans from last year. This season, the lacrosse team will compete against opponents such as Pacific Lutheran, Western Washington, Evergreen, Lewis and Clark, University of Montana, Central Washington, and Linfield. The team practices regularly during the spring, and is coached by Kyle Berggren and Kris Johnson who were both awarded the "coach of the year" title by the PNCLL last season. No experience is required to play on the team.

--ASUPS Website--

Cycling

Jeff Holdener

B-GLAD

Laura McDonnell & Rhiannon Crothers
A small but dedicated group of students many years back decided to find their roots in this institution and founded the United Methodist club, U-Meth. We are still small, but much more dedicated to not only finding our roots within the church but also within the community. U-Meth’s main mission is to work inclusively to achieve social justice and religious awareness around campus and the community. Some activities include weekly dinners and discussions in Kilworth Chapel. The annual Jesus Film Fest, visits to local congregations (not just United Methodist), and actively engaging in social issues that concern our club, school and community.

—Emma Donohew—
Artistic Gymnastics League

The Artistic Gymnastics League was created for all levels of gymnasts who want to stay in shape and have fun. We meet once a week at NASA Gymnastics in Gig Harbor to work on new skills and develop existing ones in a safe environment. Members can choose what they want to work on in an open gym setting with a spot from the coach when needed.

—Amy Coussens—

ASSOCIATION OF COMPUTING MACHINERY (ACM)

The UPS Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) is the local chapter of a national organization for student and professional computer scientists. We help to raise awareness of technology issues on campus and promote technology use. We sponsor informational talks and seminars on computer-related topics. Though most of our members are computer science members, we welcome anyone with an interest in technology on campus. We also try to do a couple of fun events every year (like dances and movie premiers) that have a technical flair. This year we sponsored a Rave (techno dance) through the ASUPS Wee-Hours program and helped to start a computer science honor society (UPE) for exceptional junior and senior computer science students.

—Renee De Voursney—

PHI SIGMA BIOLOGY FRATERNITY

Student Theater Productions

Student Theatre Productions exists to support the production of student theatre at UPS in whatever form the imagination cares it to take. We do so through three main forums: the Town Crier Speaks Festival of student-written one-acts, the Infinite Monkeys Festival of student-written full-length plays, and the Ubiquitous Theatre productions and groups over the past several years since our inception. All theatre is produced, written, directed, tech, and performed solely by students. STP provides opportunities for those with limited time or experience, or just those who want an extra chance or two, to learn about theatre making through active participation in the process, and allows students to exercise their creativity and ingenuity to bring the various productions into existence. Student theatre on the UPS campus has exploded over the past few years, and STP is proud to have been a part of that process. We welcome the interest of any students, whether or not they are currently theatre majors or have ever worked in the theatre before, and are happy to provide support and guidance to those who are interested in creating theatre in any form.

—Elizabeth Edwards—

Phi Sigma is a national society that was founded in March 1915 at Ohio State University to promote academic achievement and research in the biological sciences. We are members of the American Institute of Biological Sciences and Associates of College Honors Societies. Phi Sigma is the only recognized honor society for both undergraduates and graduates in biological sciences. We are devoted to fostering knowledge and understanding, promoting undergraduate research through a spring symposium, encouraging interactions between students and faculty, and serving the community through environmental and educational outreach programs.

—Liz Fly—

©Something Different
Mission Statement

Conspiracy of Hope is rooted in the ideals of community service, believing not only that we can make a difference in others' lives, but that we should - even if it is just this one day out of the year. Through the practice of serving, however, it is hoped that the students, faculty, and staff of the University of Puget Sound will become more aware and more inspired to participate in their community throughout their lives.

There are three main goals of Conspiracy of Hope (in no particular order), centered not on numbers of participants or amount of money raised, but rather on the successful bridging within and between communities:

--We will help those less fortunate in our community through a unified and selfless effort by the students, staff, faculty, clubs, and organizations of the University of Puget Sound.

--We will build strength and diversity in our campus community by working together, drawing on all parts and pieces of the Puget Sound campus, and by overcoming barriers and boundaries that normally separate us into distinct groups and cliques.

--We will work not only in the city, but with the city, to better connect the communities of Tacoma and the University of Puget Sound.

Clothing Drive: In collaboration with the RCC staff, we are hosting a clothing exchange. Bring any clothes you no longer use as well as any fun clothing you find! The remaining clothing items will be donated to local Tacoma foster children.

LIVE IT Fair: Representatives from non-profit organizations, such as the Peace Corp, Americorp, Teach For America, and more, will be here to answer questions and encourage you to LIVE IT!

Bread Bowl Sales: COH will be selling delicious bread bowls for lunch and dinner in the Rotunda. Come and get nice hot delicious soup (Chili, Clam chowder, and Broccoli Cheese), and support families relocated to Tacoma due to the tragedy of Hurricane Katrina.

Blood Drive: Giving blood is an easy way to help others!
Moments throughout the year...

1. Chrissy Dupuis and Erin Wilson take advantage of the snow and enjoy a brisk winter day.

2. Burch Greene, Devon Biggerstaff, Genevieve Greene, John Orth, and Bonnell Greene play some dress up for a halloween party.
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3. Evan Tucker and Tamara Baker-Wagner spend some time together in San Francisco.

4. Lahlae Habibi, Molly Vanbenthuysen, and Lindsey Paup take a midnight bike ride around Tacoma.

5. The Women’s Ministry House takes some time out to play a great game of Apples to Apples together.

6. The residents of 1108 N. Union had plenty of holiday spirit this year, and showed it through the portraits they had taken.

7. Sophomore Passages leader Brittany Hodgson (left) leads her group in an ice-breaker at Camp Parsons.

8. Kali Seisler and John Orth make a toast to the camera.

9. The Women’s Ministry House celebrates Halloween by dressing up and spending time with a wizard.
1. Ringing in 2006 was cause for celebration for most students during winter break.

2. Brooke Churchfield, Danielle Ferney, and Elisa Gallegos are all smiles at the RDG performance in 2005.

3. On the few days of snow this year, students were ecstatic to get out and catch snowflakes on their tongue all over campus.

4. Erin Wilson and friends spend time together having fun after classes.

5. Rachel Safran and Becca Herman each drink an Eiffel tower.

6. Evan Tucker and Tamara Baker-Wagner noticed this suspicious act of cannibalism while on winter break.

7. Josh Hedrick and Scott Gevertz spend some quality time together.

8. Mackenzie Johnson and Danielle Ferney pose while celebrating birthdays.
1. A mountain goat enjoys some fine grass while passagees hiked.

2. Snow was one of the most inviting reasons to go play outside during the winter.

3. Annie Ogdon holds back while her passages companion bravely looks over the cliff during a hike.

4. The Vagina Monologes is a staple around Valentine’s Day, and was held in the beautiful Kilworth Chapel.

5. Ben Hitch invites new recruits to join him at crossover in the spring.

6. Ever since the Thompson fountain was taken out in 2004, students were forced to move their fountain play to the Jones fountain.

7. A big production was made out of Crossover, as a student dives into the crowd and ends up completely upside down.
Senior Memories: At the Senior Banquet

Pat Garrett, Maurine McDonald, Caira Nakasone, Eddie Monge, Megan Power, and Tiffany Yamamoto

Karolyn Johnson, Jessica Ruchl, and Meghan Hannes

C. Scott Mitchell, Denise Marks, Tiffani Riglerl, Miranda Johnson, and Leslie Boyter

Kate Demers, Josh Walker, Chase Curtiss, and Vinnie Buehler
Kristin Ellis, Ben Womack, Heidi Benson, and Diana Grande

Rachel Decker, Jennifer Hwang, Andrea Clark, and Camryn Pennington

Charm Wrencher, Shelly Gustafson, and Jody Laurenzana

Senior Dinner and Memories
IT'S ALL IN THE DELIVERY
FOOTBALL

This season the UPS football team continued its improvement over years past, finishing the season at 4-5. Led by Senior quarterback Andy Carlson and Junior runningback Rory Lee, the Loggers started the season strong with big wins over the likes of Claremont College in the first home game. The major highlight of the season by far, however, was Puget Sound's defeat of PLU, 23-13. This marked the first victory for UPS in the annual meeting between the two rivals in 17 years. The team continued to practice and improve during the off-season as well, in the hopes of maintaining their improved play and skill, which will only lead to even better seasons to come.

--Liz McGourty--

Right: Junior Rory Lee runs in for a touchdown during the homecoming game.

Above: During the game against Colorado College, the two teams assemble at the line of scrimmage. UPS beat Colorado College 38-7.

Right: Andy Carlson gets a breakaway with the ball and runs for the touchdown.
The team listens to their coach during the game to learn what play they will run next.

Above: Junior Aaron Bean reaches for the ball as a Claremont player tries to catch him.

Left: Some of the players dump water on senior Mike Jones after the team beat PLU, 23-13, for the first time in 17 years.
The cheerleading team was small but strong. They started practicing before the season started and were at every football game and basketball game. There to support the teams and get the crowd excited, they cheered loudly and brought enthusiasm to every game. They were a well bonded group of friends that supported each other as well as the teams they cheered on.

--Dani Pohlman--

Left Center: The whole cheer team stands watching the game.

Bottom Left: Two of the men on the squad hold Aynsley Muller in the air during a cheer.

Bottom Right: Matthew Grey uses the megaphone to get the crowd excited about the game.
Lose Control
(Repertory Dance Group)

Yet another year in a row, students packed the Wilson High School auditorium twice to watch the Repertory Dance Group perform their two shows of the year. The shows were a big hit among the student body, and many people from the school and community showed up to watch one of the largest groups on campus perform 13 dances during each performance. The dances are a large mix from hip hop to ballet and salsa. All different types of songs were used and every dance had a unique and creative spin to it.

Dani Pohlman

Right: Grizz makes a surprise appearance in the opening dance, dressed in a ballerina tutu to fit in with the rest of the dancers.

Center Right: The entire dance group takes a bow to a standing ovation at the conclusion of the show.

Bottom Left: A group of dancers performs a hip-hop style dance. This form of dance was quite popular this year.

Bottom Right: J.D. Bartnon gets into the music and throws his hands in the air during one of the dances. He was a dancer in a number of pieces.
The Men’s Soccer squad showed tremendous improvement this season, finishing with a record of 11-2-3, falling just shy of an NCAA playoff berth. The team experienced great contributions from a number of players, and had four named to the All-Northwest Conference team, in addition to two players also being named to the NCAA D-III All-America team. The team worked hard this season to improve, and it showed in their outstanding performance, which they hope to continue in the coming seasons.

--Liz McGourty--
The Women's Soccer team continued their amazing streak once again this year, finishing with a record of 18-2-2. The Lady Loggers once again topped the Northwest Conference with an unbelievable 15-0-1 record in conference, and zero goals scored by their conference opponents. As conference champions they once again headed to the national tournament, where they made it to the section finals before finally being brought down by Chicago 1-0 in overtime. Their unparalleled success is sure to continue as the ladies prepare for another competitive and fantastic 2006 season.
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The Women's Soccer team continued their amazing streak once again this year, finishing with a record of 18-2-2. The Lady Loggers once again topped the Northwest Conference with an unbelievable 15-0-1 record in conference, and zero goals scored by their conference opponents. As conference champions they once again headed to the national tournament, where they made it to the section finals before finally being brought down by Chicago 1-0 in overtime. Their unparalleled success is sure to continue as the ladies prepare for another competitive and fantastic 2006 season.

--Liz McGourty--
Center: Sophomore Monica Groves and Junior Jamie Eggers block the ball.

Left: Senior Nikki Esposito concentrates on hitting the ball over the net.

Bottom: Four of the starting girls position themselves for the return ball.
The Volleyball team had a very successful season. They had a record of 15-5 with a 12-4 NWC record. They made it to the NCAA National Tournament in Spokane and were one of three NWC teams to make it. The last time they made it to the tournament was in 2002. They ended up finishing fourth in the west regional tournament. The team had a strong freshman class. One of the freshman, Kayla Roof, was named to the First Team All-NWC and also named to the AVCA West Region Team and was named West Region Player of the Year. A returner, Alena Bennett, was named to the Second Team All NWC and was honored on the ESPN The Magazine Academic All-District Team. Overall, the team had a very successful season and a very strong foundation for the future.

--Dani Pohlman--

Bottom Left: Freshman Kayla Roof leaps in the air for a hit.

Bottom Right: Jessica Hayes blocks the ball for a return onto the opponents side.
The Men's Tennis team looked to continue and build on their past successes, as well as create new ones. A fresh-faced bunch took the courts in 2006, with only one senior, along with three sophomores, returning for the season. The guys started the season strong, however, compiling four wins and only one loss in their first five matches. The young squad showed a lot of promise for the beginning of the season, and only looked to improve over rest of their matches, which continued until the end of April.

--Liz McGourty--

Top: Drew Gemmer winds up to deliver a powerful swing to volley the ball back to the opponents side.

Center Left: Drew Gemmer prepares for the return while Daniil Davyдов serves the ball across the net.

Center Right: Daniil Davyдов stretches to get to the ball in time for it to be hit back across the net.

Bottom Center: A well placed serve makes a tennis player's life much easier.

Bottom Right: Andrew Neal rushes into the ball with force to hit it across the net.
The Women's Tennis squad opened their 2006 season with a bang, going 4-1 in their first five matches. Composed mostly of returning juniors and seniors, the lady Loggers looked to continue and build on their past successes in the league, which featured strong competition all around. With such a tremendous start, though, there was little doubt that the ladies would carry their victorious ways on into the rest of the season, which lasted well into April over a span of almost 20 matches.

--Liz McGourty--

Above Left: The women's squad gets together for a quick group shot. They were all smiles after a hard-fought match.

Above Right: Melissa Snyder extends her sportsmanship across the net to congratulate her opponent after a doubles match.

Bottom Left: Molly Clevenger winds up to smash the ball across the court to her opponent.

Bottom Right: Alyssa Newton prepares to serve in a doubles match against Linfield.
The men's basketball team had an amazing year. They made it to the NWC championship for the NCAA Division III by beating Whitworth 94-86. They ended the season with a record of 21 wins and five loses. The team has had very successful seasons leading up to this year. In 2004 and 2005 they had a winning record of 46-7 and made it to the sweet 16 both years. They also won both Northwest Conference Titles. They had a .901% winning percentage, the best in the nation for Division III. This year, the team had a lot of freshmen that contributed greatly to success of the team. There were eight new freshman, and many of them saw a lot of playing time. The team was led by senior Chase Curtiss who dominated the season and finished. Overall, the team finished with a successful year again, and earned themselves the Northwest Conference Title for the third year in a row and a bid to the NCAA Division III championship.

--Dani Pohlman--
Forward Zack McVey drives to the hoop against PLU. The Loggers went on to defeat the Lutes, 96-76.

Below: Weston Wood puts up a tough shot as he flies by two Linfield defenders.

Center: Senior Chase Curtiss goes in for the shot as teammate and fellow Senior Zack McVey blocks out a PLU player for the rebound.
Brie Adderley takes a shot while sophomore Heidi Convington and Sarah Carnahan watch and prepare for the rebound and to provide support.

Junior guard Shelbey Ramirez does a lay up to try and score against her opponent.

Junior Brie Adderley, senior Kilty Keaton, and senior Sarah Carnahan discuss the game during a time out.
The women's basketball team looked promising from the very beginning. In a preseason poll they were ranked 15th, and they didn't let down. The team traveled to California and Oregon to play in tournaments. The team finished the regular season with a record of 21 wins and four loses. This led them to the NWC tournament. They played Whitman at home and won by a narrow margin of 63-61. That led them to play a game at PLU against the Lutes for an automatic bid to the playoffs. They lost the game 55-69, but ended up getting a bid to the NCAA Division III Championships anyways in a different pool. The team was coached by Suzy Barcomb in her eighth year as the head coach for the Loggers.

--Dani Pohlman--

Heidi Covington, a guard, takes the ball up against her opponent to try and score a basket.

Sophomore guard Katie Fitzmaurice dribbles around a Pacific University opponent in a home game in the Fieldhouse.
The Puget Sound Men's and Women's swim teams once again had phenomenal seasons, maintaining the conference dominance that has become a trademark of each squad. The Men's team, though very young, still proved a tough competitor in the conference. The Loggers ultimately took second place overall in the NWC Finals in February, led by Freshman Paul Hughes' stand out performances in a variety of events, including wins in the 100- and 200-yard breaststroke. The Women's team, slightly more balanced in experience and youth, continued their amazing reign as the elite squad in the Northwest Conference, capturing an incredible tenth championship this season at the NWC Finals. The championship was a true team effort, with a number of wins coming in the relay events, as well as individual wins by Sophomore Amy Polansky and Freshman Jane Kestner. Though such success was nothing new for either squad, each looked forward to carrying their hard-work and power over into the next season.

--Liz McGourty--

One of the lady Loggers freestyles her way to the end of her race. A good start off the blocks is essential to a quick race. Here a swimmer prepares to hit the water gracefully and quickly.
Junior Courtney Williams swims the butterfly in a race at Wallace Pool against Pacific Lutheran University. UPS won the meet 136-54.

Senior Cristie Scott relaxes in the pool after finishing her race.

Robby Miller takes a huge gulp of air as he races down his lane.
Running Just As Fast As They Can

Top Left: Liana Roberts puts her last ounce of strength into a final burst towards the finish line.

Top Center: Risa Allen makes a 'splash' in the sand after her first jump.

Top Right: Reaching as far as he can, long jumper Brian Kramer tries to make the most of his running leap.

Center Left: Emily Hoke approaches her last hurdle in hot pursuit of her opponents.

Center Right: Trevor Hanlin encourages Dan Pollard to run hard and finish strong.

Bottom: Trevor Hanlin starts to break away from the pack towards the finish, with UPS runners Graham Klag and Kevin Stein close behind.

The Loggers' track season started off with a bang this year, as did all their races. In one of the first meets of the season five new records were set, at the University of Idaho's McDonald's Open. Three new jumping marks, as well as a pole vault mark and sprint time, were set during the track team's first competition of the year. The remaining season continued strong, with a number of home meets in the run-up to the NWC Championships in April, where the Loggers looked to make a strong showing. The season continued on into May with a few more away meets before the NCAA Championships, which UPS hoped to send at least a few representatives to, a hope which is not unfounded based on their early success.

--Jess Clark & Liz McGourty--
Loggers cross country had an exceptional season this year. The Men's team, led by seniors Frank Prince and Kota Reichert, experienced early triumphs, particularly at the Puget Sound Open and the Lewis & Clark Invitational, where the team took first place. The squad continued their success throughout the season and into the championships, placing second at the NWC Championships and sixth at the NCAA West Regionals. To top it all off, Senior Kota Reichert went on to run in the NCAA D-III Championships. The lady Loggers also saw much achievement and improvement through their season. A very young team, with only one junior and one senior on the squad, the women made strong showings early in the season as well, and ended up with sixth and eleventh place finishes at the NWC Championships and NCAA West Regionals. Overall the year was well-run for both teams, showing promise for even further success in the seasons to come.

--Liz McGourty--

2005 Men's Cross Country Team

Top Left: The men of Puget Sound take off against their opponents at the start of the UPS Open.

Middle Left: Runners Andrew Galvin, Stephen Peacock, Cap Libecap, Dan Pollard, Cam Nakano, and Adam Restad gather 'round the camera before their race.

Bottom Left: Kelly Higa and Emily Smith make good time at the Lewis & Clark Invitational.

Bottom Right: Kyla Burnet keeps up the pace with her opponents in close pursuit.
Top Left: The Crew team gets ready to take off for another exciting day on the lake.

Top Right: Sarah Canfield and Jess McCullough, the Women's Crew coaches.

Middle Left: Alexi Butler, Ady Olson and Michelle Levesque take part in some valuable Crew team bonding.

Middle Right: Women's Novice Crew members goof around before their race.

Bottom Left: Michaela Hammer, Sarah Armstrong, Taylor Anderson and Emily Gordon stroke their way to victory.

Bottom Right: Taylor Anderson, Larissa Keeler, Emily Gordon, Michaela Hammer and Sarah Armstrong.

6 Small Photos:

This Page:
Center Top: Men's team rows during the Falcon-Four-Miler Regatta on Lake Union.

Bottom Left: Evan Leiser, Chris Sheppard, and Heather Klimant try our their dance moves with others on the men's team.

Opposite Page:
Top: Practice was held early in the mornings on American Lake, and often beautiful sunrises were beheld by the teams.

Center Left: Tristan Orford and Matthew Curson, among others in their boat, row with all their might.

Just as the sun came up in the morning, a dedicated group of students would be out on the lake, rowing, working together, and improving their technique. This group of students were the men and women's crew teams. For both of the teams, the seasons were very rigorous and long. There were two seasons for each squad, one in the fall and one in the spring. The fall season was intense, and many participants came out. The first two weeks, tryouts, was the time for picking out only the serious athletes. The Logger crew teams consisted of only the most talented and dedicated rowers. During the fall the teams participated in a few races to get ready for the spring season. The spring season started soon after winter break. During this time, crew took a lot of dedication, including practices at four in the morning and on the weekends. They would practice indoors when the weather was bad, but when the rain stopped and there were only mild breezes, they would get to go out on the water. Their practice site was American Lake, a few minutes drive from campus in Lakewood. Overall, the crew program demanded a lot of time and effort, but it payed off in the end; the crew team was rewarded with good results and awards at their races.

--Dani Pohlman & Cara Munson--

Center Right: In the Falcon-Four-Miler, the boat is full of UPS’s best.

Bottom Right: The men’s team competes during the Meyer/Lamberth 8’s race.
RUNNING THE BASES

The Logger baseball team for the ball game to a rocky start in 2006. After dropping most games in their first homestand, looking forward to the road trip to in the hopes of turning the season but were repelled by unseasonable weather. Their season was very long, running two and a half months just in game play, but the team worked hard in the off season to strengthen their skills and get in peak condition. Though the beginning of the season kept the Loggers mostly at home, as spring wore on they found themselves more on the road. Besides their regularly scheduled conference schedule, Puget Sound also played out of conference games against opponents like the University of Washington, as well as playing a California-hosted tournament. The team was led by four-year coach, and UPS alumnus, Brian Billings, who looked forward to great improvement as the season progressed.

--Dani Pohlman & Liz McGourty--

Top Center photo: Evan Scandling delivers a strike to the plate.

The Loggers watch on from the dugout. Those who weren't out on the field were always supportive of their teammates.

Shawn Kiriu makes a quick and accurate throw to first base to get another out in the inning.
Catcher Brian Eggers glances to the side to size up the next batter.

Batters used bunting to their advantage this season, but also managed to hit some out of the park.

Chris Dunbar smacks this pitch into the field for a hit.

Joe Newland steps into the oncoming pitch in preparation to take a big swing.
The Logger softball team had a great start to their 2006 season. With a young squad the ladies looked to build and improve on past years with fresh talent and enthusiasm. Coach Robin Hamilton, in her 19th season, has been praised for her development of the softball program that is considered one of the best in the Northwest. Last year, the Loggers finished the season with an 18-19 record, and went into this season aiming to be a top competitor in the conference. If their hot start in February, with two big wins over St. Martin's, was any indication, this year’s team would be a dominant force to be reckoned with. With a season which extended all the way through April, the lady Loggers had a long way to go, but held great promise as they headed into the last third of the season with a record of 15-5.

--Dani Pohlman & Liz McGourty--

Top Right: Lindsey Janes winds up to deliver a pitch to the opposing Concordia batter. The lady Loggers split the double header with the Cavaliers, each team taking home a win.

Bottom Right: Senior Gene Duven makes a tough play, throwing across the diamond to get the runner out at first base.
Left: Lindsay Fujita is ready to swing as her teammate stands poised to bolt for home plate.

Below: Catcher Annie Buxton takes some warm-up tosses from her pitcher in preparation for the next batter.

Center: Senior Hailey Gee smacks a line drive down the third base line into left field for a base hit against the Concordia Cavaliers.

Above: Jennifer Herod knocks the ball into the outfield for a base hit, driving the runner in from third to score a run.
Goin' Clubbin'

The University of Puget Sound golf teams made a relatively quiet presence on campus, but were nonetheless successful when it came to competition. Practicing and competing at Fircrest Golf Club, as well as other courses around the West, both men's and women's squads made strong showings in their varied meets and invitationals. A two season sport, the Logger golfers started out well in the fall, the men ultimately placing sixth and the women taking first in the NWC Fall Classic, the first meeting of all the league teams. In the spring each squad had a tough lineup of tournaments and invitationals in the run-up to the NWC Spring Classic, and the NWC Championships in late April. With the success displayed in the fall, however, the Loggers were sure to do well.

--Liz McGourty--

Top: Perry Villanueva, Ray Wasson and Brendan Mason celebrate as a shot goes into the hole.

Center Left: Junior Scott Brozena hits a ball out of the sand trap.

Center Right: Mason Whitcomb smacks the ball towards the green with excellent form.

Bottom Left: A beautiful chip shot heads directly toward the flag, setting up an ideal putt.

Bottom Right: Brendan Mason and Perry Villanueva congratulate each other after a successful round.
The UPS women’s lacrosse team began their preseason with two scrimmage games at the University of Washington. Though shortened scrimmages, the Loggers defeated both Linfield and UW. The Loggers then went on to defeat Pacific Lutheran University in a full match scrimmage, winning 11-5. The team then prepared for their game against Linfield and for their spring break trip to Wellington, Florida. The lacrosse squad welcomed many new first-year players and looked forward to seeing what the 2006 season had in store for them. Although the number of games they played were limited, the lady Loggers were ready to take on each team with the same intensity and drive to succeed every time they took the field.

--Lindsay O’Brien--

**Lacrosse Ladies**
Club Sports here at UPS provided the perfect outlet for many athletes. Covering a broad range of sports interests, clubs offered students a more competitive and varied alternative to the intramural programs. For the winter sports enthusiasts, Puget Sound offered both a Ski team and Ice Hockey squad, and for the indoor-lovers there was the Artistic Gymnastics League, Yoga, and Pool Kayaking clubs. Students who liked the rough-and-tumble found outlets in the Judo Club, as well as the Football (soccer) Club, Rugby teams, and Men's Lacrosse team. In addition, students could participate in the Cycling Club, or join the UPS Ultimate Frisbee club. This amazing range of club sports allowed all UPS students to indulge in whatever athletic pursuits they wished.

--Liz McGourty--

Above Right: Chris Andree battles a Gonzaga player for possession while David Ball gets into the action from behind.

Right: Annika Lider, Dylan Gitlin, Anne Grey, Stu Warren, Kaylie Rozen, and Jenna Ahrens pose on the mountain after a race.
Left: Pool Kayaking was one of the newest and most unique club sports on campus.

Below: Brad Karr swiftly turns in pursuit of the ball, cutting in front of his opponent.

Left: Senior Scott Brozena, President of the club ice hockey team, battles a group of Walla Walla players to score a goal. The Loggers went on to win the match, 6-4.
Parent Ads

Here Parents send their love, best wishes, and congratulations to their senior students.

Congratulations, Kyra! We’re so proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad & Regan

Congratulations Robert!

You’ve come a long way since check in. Good luck with Art & Mathematics as you start your career. Ma & Dad

Will Elliott

May you always be on top of the world. We love you! Mom and Dad

My sweetie Alexis,

With pen in hand at the age of two, I foresaw your future. Daily you amaze me with your creativity. Love you. Momalama

JENNIFER DAVIS

Jen,

Congratulations on your graduation. We love you so much! We are very proud of you and all you have accomplished in your life. Pursue your dreams and be happy. Love, Mom, Dad & Justin
For Peter Campbell

Congratulations, Peter!
With all our love,
your San Juan family

Kilty Keaton

Great Friends,
Great Times,
Great Memories!

We love you and are so
proud of all you have
accomplished.
Love-Mom & Dad

Go Loggers!

Gene!
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Matt

Congratualtions To
My Pumpkin...

Am so proud of you,
and so are Grandua
and Kung Kung.
Celebrate and enjoy
your hard earned
success! We all wish
you much love and
happiness as you
graduate.

Love,
Grandua
Takabayashi

Cheering for you Wyatt S, DiJ

Kari E. Manlove

From this until
now you make
us very proud of
you! Love
Mom and Dad
Congratulations, Jen!
Love, Mom & Dad

We have watched you grow from a talented artist into a talented scientist. We are so proud of you for all you have accomplished and how hard you have worked to achieve your goals.
We love you. Mom and Dad

CHRIS TIMMONS

Congratulations Taylor!
We are proud of you!

You’ll always rule our hearts, queen Virginia!
You’ve had great adventures, written profound papers, painted fascinating works of art and been a dear friend to many.
You’ve grown up so much and we’re so proud!

Love,
Mom and Dad

Kelly Anne Markin

Our hearts are filled with love and joy as we have watched you blossom into a magnificent, well-educated, and talented young woman.
We are so proud of you! Congratulations Kelly!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Michael & Grandma

SARA BALL

Congratulations to a special lady who makes us very proud!
Cherish and remember your experiences of the last four years, and build on them as you continue life’s journey.
With all our love -- Dad, Mom, Kelsy, and Nicole
Amanda -- some things never change.....
You are an amazing person with so many gifts and a bright future. We are all very proud of you and hope you will always find joy in your life. Congratulations!
Love always, Mom, Dad, and Danny

May you have warm words on a cold evening.
A full moon on a dark night.
And the road downhill all the way to your door.

To Mike,
Hurray you did it! We are so very proud of all you have accomplished. We wish you the best of luck with your job in San Francisco—you'll be the best associate Bain has ever had!

1st day of kindergarten to your college graduation...
We pray your next adventures are as full of promise and wonder.
Congratulations, Mia!
God’s blessings on you!
Love always.
Mom, Dad, Ian, Lindsay & Gitano

Scott
You’ve come a long way...
We’re so proud of you! Congratulations!
Love, Mom and Dad

Liz Fly

Belka - taking the next step!
Congratulations & Love,
Dad & Mom
Lauren Hentschell
From the time you were little we knew you would be a wonderful success. We are very proud of you!

All the Hentschell Family

Aloha to our Tiffany Anne Kimiko Len Tai Yamamoto, and congratulations on such a momentous achievement! Princess you've come so far... don't stop dreaming; keep reaching for the stars; and most of all, keep believing in yourself! We're so proud of you... we've always been proud of you! We love you very much!

Love always.
Dad, Mom, Bryce, Snowy, Grandma Takabayashi, Shawn, Valerie, Grandpa Takabayashi and the Yamamotos

"Where shall we see a better daughter or a kinder sister or a truer friend?"
Jane Austen “Emma”
Love, Mom & Dad

CONGRATULATIONS MAYA!

You have always made us so proud from kindergarten to now. You always gave your best in all that you did and you have worked so hard.

We will always be with you as you pursue your dreams.

We love you,
Dad, Mom, and Mark

Julia Ann Hawthorne

Congratulations and Good Luck!

Love,
Mom, Ben, Kati and Nick

CONGRATULATIONS BRANDON MORITAI

Aloha from Hilo, Hawaii.

Love,
Dad & Mom

University of Puget Sound

2005 Hui O Hawai'i Luan
Dear Lizbeth,
You have filled our lives with love & happiness. We hope you receive in life all that you have given. You possess amazing strength of character, the courage to achieve your goals, a generous, kind and loving heart, & a beautiful warm smile. Be happy. Follow your dreams. We are so proud of you.

David M. Burns

“Aim for success, not perfection. Never give up your right to be wrong because then you will lose the ability to learn new things and move forward with your life.”

Dear Svetlana!
We are very proud of you! Congratulations on your wonderful achievements. Wishing you success wherever you go!

Your parents and grandmas.
DINEN, ELENA 134
DHIN, ERIC 134
DINISTEL, JENNA 36, 134
DITTO, ANNA 134
DITULIO, SARIANN 37, 134
DO, MAGAN 134
DOANE, SHANELL 134
DODD, KRISTEN 39, 134
DODMAN, CHLOE 41, 134
DODOS, CHRISTOPHER 134
DOHRTY, Seth 92, 93, 134
DOLAN, KENDRICK 134
DOMBROW, ASHLEY 134
DONALDSON, ELIZABETH 134
DONAN, JANE 67, 134
DONELLY, CHRISTINA 41, 134
DONNELLY, CONNOR 134
DORNER, MORGAN 41, 134
DOROW, EMMA 50, 79, 134
DORON, ELANOR 134
DOROUGH, MARY ELIZABETH 134
DOROUGH, MEGAN 134
DOLGHERTY, JUSTIN 39, 134
DOUGLAS, BRYCE 134
DOWDALL, ALEXA 134
DOWDEN, ASHLEY 134
DOWNEY, MARY 92, 121, 134
DOWNS, KYLE 134
DOYLE, LISA 134
DRAGER, ZACHARY 134
DRAZZA, JENNIFER 134
DRAKE, TYLER 41, 134
DRESHAM, DANIELLE 134
DRIgger, CHRISTINA 134
DREW, ALEXIS 134
DREW, SHANE 134
DRUCKER, AMY 34, 134
DUAFE, SEAN 134
DUCHESE, LEANDRE 71, 134
DUDAM, CHRISTOPHER 117, 134
DUGAN, BRITTANY 134
DUGAN, KRISTEN 134
DURHAM, ARIN 134
DUNLM, COURTNEY 134
DUNLM, SCOTT 134
DUNN, MICHAEL 134
DUPONT, EMILIE 134
DUPER, CHRISTINE 51, 82, 134
DURIN, JUSTIN 134
DURHAM, ELIZABETH 134
DURR, NATHANIA 134
DUTHE, DANA 43, 134
DYE, GENE 127, 134
DWINING, JENNA 42, 134
DWORKIN, MAXWELL 34, 134
EKIEN, AUBRIN 134
EASTMON, LAURA 134
EBLING, KAREN 34, 134
EBERSCH, KARI 134
EDDARD, BENJAMIN 134
EDDAR, MILES 34, 134
EDMONSON, HARRI 134
EDMUNDSON, ALESHA 34, 134
EDWARDS, CHAD 134
EDWARDS, ELMER 51, 80, 89, 134
EDWARDS, JAMES 134
EDWARDS, JESSICA 50, 134
EDWARDS-MUELLER, NICHOLAS 134
EGGERS, BRIAN 117, 134
EGGERS, JAMI 102, 134
EHL, JUSTIN 134
EHRICH, EMILY 134
EISACHS, KYLE 134
EMTMANN, JILL 35, 134
EMRICK, DAVID 59, 134
EMRICK-THOMAS, Cullen 37, 134
EMRINE, ERIK 37, 134
ELAS, KRISTEN 42, 91, 134
ELLING, ELIZABETH 55, 134
ELLINGSON, LYNDAI 40, 134
ELLINGSON, VIRGINIA 134
ELOTT, JOEL 58, 134
ELOTT, WILL 126, 134
ELSOWORTH, BRITTANY 134
...
WOMEN'S SOCCER: NWC CHAMPIONS!

vs. Trinity Western (Exhibition) W, 2-0
at University of Redlands L, 1-2
at UC-Santa Cruz W, 2-0
at Linfield* W, 5-0
at Lewis & Clark* W, 2-0
at Pacific* W, 3-0
at Whitworth* W, 3-0
at Whitman* T, 0-0
at Willamette* W, 2-0
at Whitworth* W, 3-0
at Pacific* W, 3-0

Volleyball:

vs. Trinity Western (Exhibition) L, 0-3
Whitman College* W, 3-1
Loras* W, 3-1
PU* L, 0-3
at Whitworth College W, 3-0
at Willamette* W, 3-1
at Pacific* W, 3-0

vs. Whitman* T, 0-0
at Pacific* W, 3-0
at George Fox* W, 3-2
at Pacific* W, 4-0
at Pacific* W, 4-0
at Whitman* W, 1-0

Record: 18-2-2, 15-0-1 NWC

INDEX/SPORTS SCORES
WOMEN'S LACROSSE:
at Univ. of Washington/Scrimmage

at Linfield
Springfield College*
Wheaton (Mass.)
Washington College*
Mt. St. Vincent
SUNY-Brockport
vs. Babcock

at Redlands
at Claremont
vs. Linfield
Independent Tournament

WOMEN'S TENNIS:
avs. Willamette* W, 6-1
vs. Pacific* W, 9-0
vs. George Fox* W, 9-0
vs. PLU* W, 5-4
at Whitworth* W, 5-4
at Whitman* W, 7-2
vs. Lewis & Clark* of Pac-10
vs. Willamette* of Pac-10
vs. Pacific* of Pac-10
vs. PLU* of Pac-10
vs. Whitworth* of Willamette* of Willamette
vs. Lewis & Clark* at Linfield*

NWC Tournament Record:

MEN'S TENNIS:
avs. Willamette* W, 6-1
vs. Pacific* W, 9-0
vs. George Fox* W, 9-0
vs. Whitworth* W, 7-2
vs. Whitman* L, 7-0
vs. Lewis & Clark* at Linfield*
vs. Pacific* at Pacific*
vs. Pacific* at Pacific*
vs. Pacific* at Pacific*
vs. Whitworth* at Whitworth*
vs. Whitman* at Whitman*
vs. Lewis & Clark* at Linfield*

NWC Tournament Record:

TRACK AND FIELD:

at Whitworth Invitational

at Whitworth Invitational

NWC Multi-Events

Spike Art Invitational

NWC Championships

WWU Twilight Meet

Ken Shannon Invitational

Dr. Keesler Invitational

Ken Foreman Invitational

Last Chance Meet

NCAA National Championships

INDEX/SPORTS SCORES
BASEBALL:

- at PLU W, 1-3
- vs. Albertson College (DH) L, 6-7, L, 3-11
- vs. Albertson College L, 1-0
- vs. Saint Martin's (DH) L, 1-9, L, 1-2
- vs. Saint Martin's (DH) L, 7-6, L, 0-2
- vs. Willamette* (DH) L, 7-3, L, 2-4
- vs. Willamette* W, 6-3
- at Lewis & Clark* W, 1-0, L, 0-3
- at Lewis & Clark* W, 3-2, W, 11-7
- Saint Martin's 2-6 (rain out)

MEN'S TENNIS:

- at Willamette* W, 6-1
- at Pacific* W, 6-1
- vs. George Fox* W, 5-2
- vs. Whitworth* W, 7-0
- vs. Whitman* L, 0-7
- vs. Lewis & Clark* W, 6-1
- vs. Pacific* W, 7-0

WOMEN'S TENNIS:

- at Willamette* W, 8-1
- vs. George Fox* W, 9-0
- vs. Pacific* W, 5-4
- vs. Whitworth* W, 5-4
- vs. Whitman* W, 7-2
- at Lewis & Clark* W, 7-2

SOFTBALL:

- vs. Saint Martin's (DH) W, 16-11, W, 8-3
- at George Fox* (DH) W, 2-0, W, 8-6
- vs. Concordia (DH) L, 0-11, W, 3-4
- vs. Willamette* (DH) W, 8-0, L, 6-11
- Illinois College* W, 14-5
- Fontbonne* W, 8-0
- Mount St. Joseph* W, 3-0
- Knox* W, 10-0

Record:

Record:

Record:

Record:

Record:

Record:

Record:

Record:

Moving Forward at the Speed of Life
Although the year has been a good one with many exciting moments and new adventures, time marches steadily on. After today, this month, this year, this college experience, when you look back on the University of Puget Sound, what will you find that maroon has done for you?
Colophon:
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